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1 Introduction

Immigration and refugee issues are today central in societies, both nationally and
internationally. In politics, media and research, often the focus seems to be asylum
seekers, and from an administrational point of view the asylum process. However,
especially in administration, refugee reception does not end in asylum decisions. The
story of refugees expands from their journies and international complexities to issues in
receiving countries, such as deportations, family reunification and integration. All
aspects could and should be studied, but this work focuses on national level
decision-making on refugee reception, after granted residence permits. Even though
immigration is a booming field, increasingly multi- and interdisciplinary, academic
research on refugee reception administration has remained scarce. The focus still seems
to be on other views, such as politics, media or sociology. Especially connections to
existing theories in public sector administration or policy formation processes are thin,
even though administration is generally in the core of refugee issues, in any country.

The first refugees were welcomed to Finland in the 1970s, and though varying in
volume, reception has continued ever since. My interest is the development of
administration throughout these years. The Finnish system of refugee reception,
including state level coordination and execution by local authorities, is rather particular.
Investigating its development could still be useful for other countries or issues. I became
interested, when newspapers (see e.g. YLE, 2013) declared that municipalities were not
resettling enough refugees, compared to the increased numbers of asylum seekers and
the urgent needs of quota refugees, deepened for example by the situation in Syria.
Political and public interest in these obvious problems seemed limited, especially
compared to many other immigration issues.

This thesis examines organizational decision-making and public policy formation in the
case of Finnish refugee reception. Instead of political decision-making by the
government or parliament, I study “predecision processes”: how the issue is dealt with
before, and sometimes during or after, authoritative political decisions, such as
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legislation (term from Kingdon, 1984, p. 1). Political developments are mentioned, but
the focus is on the ministry level, national decision-making, distinguished also from
local municipal decisions. According to the theory by Kingdon (1984), this type of
“policy” (in contrast to “political”) decision-making is occupied especially with
specifying alternatives, identifying and framing problems and creating proposals.

The particular interest of the case study is municipal refugee resettlement. The time
perspective is from the 1970s, the start of modern refugee reception, until today with a
look into the future. This thesis aims to contribute to Finnish refugee, immigration,
public sector, policy process and decision-making research, and its linkages to
international research, by answering these questions:
● How has the issue of municipal refugee resettlement been dealt with in Finland?
● What kind of features has the national level decision-making on refugee
reception had in general?

The study relies on organizational decision-making process theories, specifically the
bounded rationality paradigm; challenging the idea of comprehensively rational
decision-making and decision-makers. The work utilizes a “garbage can” framework
combined with some aspects from the policy formation theory on agendas and
alternatives by John W. Kingdon. Understanding decision-making is considered to be
the core of understanding organizational action and its outcomes, as this theoretical
background suggests. Another presumption adopted from these theories is that
everything is contextual; circumstances and interpretations are essential. The case is
studied through official documents representing national refugee reception
decision-making, analyzed with interpretive content analysis.

Because of its stressed importance, the next chapter focuses on context. Chapter three
elaborates the theoretical background. Chapter four introduces the methodology,
material and operationalization of the theory. Chapter five presents the case analysis,
chronologically. The analysis is reflected in chapter six, connecting the empirical with
the theoretical. The last chapter is devoted to conclusions and some final discussion.

2

2

Context of the Study

This chapter elaborates general context of the study. The first section briefly introduces
some relevant features of the Finnish political and administrational system, especially
considering potential foreign readers. Thereafter, definitions and some general
international information on refugees is given. The third part revises Finnish history
with refugees, and lastly some previous research from Finland and Sweden is looked at.

2.1 Short Introduction to Finland

Even though the theoretical framework has been utilized also in other contexts, it
originates from the United States. Therefore it seems useful to shortly note some general
differences between the political and administrational systems of Finland and the US.
Finland is an unitary republic, previously semi-presidential with a dual leadership
model, but today categorized as parliamentary (a history mapped by Nousiainen, 2001).
Despite the historical time perspective, the role of the president is not covered in this
work, because of the administrational focus. Also the parliament is mainly excluded.
However, the ministry level perspective makes the role of the government central. The
parliamentary unicameral system of Finland has less veto possibilities than the US,
creating a less “hazardous” passage for policy formation (Greer, 2015, p. 419). Another
differentiating feature is the multi-party system. For example currently the parliament
includes eight parties, the first three forming the government (shortly named): the
Centre, the Finns, National Coalition, Social Democrats, the Greens, the Left Alliance,
Swedish People’s Party and Christian Democrats. Nevertheless, the political system has
been defined consensual (see e.g. Vesa, 2013; Arter, 1987).

The relation between the state and the local governing level, municipalities, is central in
refugee reception. By constitution, Finnish municipalities have wide self-government
and economic autonomy, more precisely governed by the law on municipalities
(Kuntalaki 410/2015). Most public services are organized by municipalities, even
though today there are many variations of local or regional service production.
Self-government is based on financial and organizational separation from the state, even
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though municipalities simultaneously depend on state steering. Economic autonomy is
based on collecting municipal taxes, but there are limited possibilities to increase tax
revenue. In financial decision-making, autonomy is limited by resident rights and
central government transfer legislation. Municipalities have statutory responsibilities,
but also possibilities for prioritizing and choosing voluntary functions. The balance of
self-government and inequalities between municipalities is challenging. EU
membership since 1995 tightened the economic relationship between state and
municipalities, and has directly and indirectly unified municipal practices. The state
provides legal frames for municipal functions and affects economic prerequisites. State
steering and monitoring are based on norms, resources and information. Steering is
however scattered to different sectors and there are also other influential actors, like the
Association of Finnish Local and Regional Authorities. The balance of municipal
responsibilities and funding creates tension in the relationship between the state and
municipalities. Even under financial strains, municipalities are required to fulfill their
statutory responsibilities, and state compensation for new or changed tasks is often
deemed insufficient by the municipalities. The role of the state both setting and
financing the responsibilities is contested. The line between state and municipal tasks
has been blurring and negotiations have become increasingly binding. In spring 2017, a
health, social services and regional government reform is in the legislation process. In
the beginning of 2019, new 18 counties, with many currently municipal functions and
regionally elected representatives, should start their work. The reform will affect the
relations of state and local and regional authorities greatly. (Mänttäri, 2012, p. 169-171;
in English see Kroger, 1996; alueuudistus.fi, 2017; suomi.fi, 2017)
2.2

Definition: Refugee

The word refugee is often used without a clear definition, creating confusion and
misunderstanding. The United Nations provided the original legal definition, but in this
thesis a wider one is used. Here, refugee refers to anyone, who has received a residence
permit in Finland based on international protection.

There are more than 65 million people living in forced displacement in the world today,
for the first time since World War II, which lead to the creation of international refugee
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agreements (UNHCR, 2016). Originally the international refugee system was created to
provide possibilities and responsibilities to offer protection to people under prosecution
in their own country. The system was considered temporary, but demand persisted.
Today the system faces different challenges, but the basis has remained the same.
Through the 1951 convention on refugees and the 1967 protocol, UN only considers as
refugees people, who are granted asylum based on personal prosecution: ”unable or
unwilling to return to their country of origin owing to a well-founded fear of being
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group, or political opinion” (UNHCR, 2010). The definition excludes for example
people fleeing from a conflict. In many countries, including Finland, there are also other
possibilities to receive international protection, even though all people seeking
international protection seek asylum. Finnish officials decide if an asylum seeker fits the
UN definition and receives asylum. People chosen to the Finnish refugee quota, and
their close family members, are also considered refugees by the UN definition.

In this thesis, the term refugee includes all people under international protection in
Finland. They have received asylum, subsidiary protection (since 2004 in the current
form) or humanitarian protection (used until May 2016). Subsidiary protection is a
status based on the EU Asylum Qualification Directive (2004), which can be granted if
a person is “in danger of death penalty, execution, torture or other treatment or
punishment that is inhuman or violates human dignity in your home country”.
Humanitarian protection was a Finnish addition, but seldom used and deleted in 2016.
Humanitarian protection could be granted based on an environmental catastrophe or a
poor security situation, such as armed conflict. Also other reasons for granting a
residence permit to an asylum seeker are individually evaluated. In 2014, asylum
seekers were granted about 500 residence permits based on asylum, 500 based on
subsidiary protection, about 350 for other reasons and only 4 by humanitarian
protection. Simultaneously, 1030 people were accepted in the Finnish refugee quota of
1050 people. In 2015, there was a significant increase in asylum applications and
restrictions for international protection were set. (Migri, 2017a; Migri, 2017b; Migri,
20.10.2015; Migri, 17.5.2016)
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After receiving residence permits, people are treated the same, for example in
municipalities and integration services, regardless of the type of international protection
they receive. Therefore, it is useful here to use the term refugee for all. It should be
noted, that the terms asylum seeker and immigrant are not synonymous to refugee. This
work focuses on people, who have been granted international protection, not those
seeking asylum or immigrating to Finland on other grounds. However, if relevant and
not otherwise distinguished, the group immigrants includes refugees. Quota refugees
usually reside in refugee camps or other temporary housing, unable to return home,
before entering Finland. After being assessed refugees by the UN (more specifically the
UNHCR), they may be selected to move to a country with a determined refugee quota.

Refugee reception is worded in many ways in both English and Finnish. What this work
mainly refers to as refugee reception (in Finnish vastaanotto), may also be called for
example settlement or resettlement (asuttaminen, asettuminen), placement
(sijoittaminen), accommodation (majoittaminen) or integration (integroituminen,
sopeutuminen or kotoutuminen, from the refugee point of view, or kotouttaminen, from
the view of the officials), also terms moving (muutto) or relocating (siirtyminen) are
sometimes used. The analyzed material includes different terms, which sometimes
reflects on the analysis as well. The interest of this work is the state coordinated action
of refugee reception, and therefore the definition does not usually include for example
practical service production, usually done by municipalities.

2.3 Refugee History in Finland
Independant Finland has always been a transit-country for refugees, most returning
home or moving to other countries after a while. After the 1917 Russian revolution and
during the 1930s from German occupied areas, thousands of refugees came to Finland
(Niemelä, 1980, p. 4; Rinne, 1989, p. 30; Sana, 2004). Ingrian and Eastern Karelian
people, with cultural and language connections to the country, started coming to Finland
around 1920, even though the biggest immigration happened during the Continuation
War in 1942-1943 (Niemelä, 1980, p. 4). The transfers of tens of thousands were
explained by an “aspiration to round up Finnish peoples” and later by shortage of labour
(Niemelä, 1980, p. 4). Since 1919, multiple organizations worked with refugee
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reception, until in 1922 the national responsibility was delegated to a state refugee help
center (Pakolaisavustuskeskus) under the Interior Ministry, and in 1949 transferred to
the Ministry of Social Affairs (Niemelä, 1980, p. 5-6). The center was abolished in
1955, after which no permanently responsible authority was determined, but the
Ministry of Labour was responsible if necessary (Niemelä, 1980, p. 6). Possibly the idea
was, that refugees were an issue of the past; like the international community also
considered. Ingrians were employed quite well, attitudes towards them were generally
positive, and when criticism was expressed, it was opressed by censorship (Niemelä,
1980, p. 5 quoting Väinämö 1979a). In 1970, an Immigration advisory board was
appointed under the Ministry of Labour, and in 1972, they published their first report
and action propositions, but at the time, the focus was on return migration and
emigrated Finns, rather than refugee or even labour immigration issues.

Even though legislation recognized asylum already in the 1930s, modern active refugee
reception started with a group of political refugees from Chile in 1973 (Pehkonen, 2006,
p. 14). After a military coup, 182 refugees (mainly Chileans but also people from e.g.
Bolivia who had fled to Chile) came to Finland (Niemelä, 1980). The Chile situation
was noted in the media, and many actors such as labor unions and university people (as
well as the UN, and a delegation from Chile) called attention to it, eventually causing
the government to agree to refugee reception (Rinne, 1989, p. 36). Because of a quick
start, administration or other frames for reception were not ready, and time and
resources were very limited; a participant said they had to “start on nothing” (Rinne,
1989, p. 36). No long-term strategies or systems were set, problems were solved when
faced and Sweden was looked at for possible answers (Laiho, 2008, p. 8-9). Even
though Finland joined the UN refugee convention in 1969, legislation was not yet
changed accordingly (Rinne, 1989, p. 36).

Previous research has stated, that refugee reception was started based on
humanitarianism and solidarity, affected by the pleas of the UN, and a will to cooperate
and activate in the international arena (see e.g. Laiho, 2008, p. 10). This humanitarian
background, instead of for example focusing on labor force, is still visible today,
especially in the general respect for the refugee quota, which is not internationally
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common (Laiho, 2008). The principles of reception were adopted from the UN: sharing
responsibility internationally, if refugees could not be helped in the areas of origin.
Small-scale reception with continuity was strived for, and the intention was to
accommodate groups from the same areas and cultures, to facilitate integration (Laiho,
2008, p. 11). Assimilation was never a goal for Finnish refugee policies; integration,
preservation of one’s own culture and cooperation with other ethnic groups, was
considered desirable already with the first refugees (Niemelä, 1980, p. 13). Integration
was also considered to be the goal for most refugees themselves, especially political
people: they wanted to work and live in the country, keep their own culture, traditions
and language strong, and eventually return (Niemelä, 1980, p. 13). In 1970, Finland had
less foreigners than any other European country, only 0,1 per cent, while for example
Sweden had five (Niemelä, 1980, p. 22). It was assumed that refugees would eventually
(want to) move away from Finland, and the country would remain a transit-area rather
than a “melting-pot” (Laiho, 2008, p. 12). Adaptation was considered difficult, for
example, in an UN speech in 1979, Foreign Minister Paavo Väyrynen stated that
Finnish “climatic and other special features” would cause “undoubtedly special
adaptation difficulties”, especially for Southeast Asian refugees (Rinne, 1989, p. 60).
Solidarity, and the bonuses of internationalization and possible labour force increases,
was balanced with the considered capacity of Finland: small groups were justified,
because reception and integration efforts should be well executed (Laiho, 2008, p. 12).

It was important, that even though refugees were supported and guided on arrival, they
would be treated like other Finnish public service users (Laiho, 2008, p. 12). Learning
to use the same services was considered a fundamental part of integration. This idea is
the cornerstone of municipal refugee reception. If refugees are to be treated like Finnish
citizens, a home municipality and local service production is also necessary for them. It
was also discussed, that Finnish citizens would also need to adjust to refugees (Laiho,
2008, p. 13). Acquainting Finnish people as much as possible to foreigners and
refugees, has probably also influenced the status of local refugee reception and
geographical decentralization in reception.
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2.4 Refugee Reception Research in Finland and Sweden

In Finland, academic research on refugee reception was for a long time narrow and
based on individual researchers (Martikainen, 2009, p. 2; ESN, 2004, p. 18). Today, the
general research field labeled ethnic relations and international migration is wide, and
gradually more multi- and interdisciplinary (Martikainen, 2009, p. 2). A number of
Finnish research has concentrated on services for refugees or asylum seekers (e.g.
Purokoski, 1994; Lukkaroinen, 2005), integration (e.g. Mero 1998, Valtonen 1999,
Wahlbeck 1992; Pehkonen, 2006; Tähti, 2008) and other issues related to the lives of
refugees after reception, such as health (e.g. Liebkind, 1990; Kyrönseppä et al, 1993,
Hassinen-Ali-Azzan, 2002). Viewpoints of Finnish citizens and service providers have
been researched (Hämäläinen-Kebede, 2003; Taavela, 1999), but also refugee
viewpoints have been taken into consideration (e.g. Räty & Saari, 1997; Pentikäinen,
2005; Jokisaari, 2006), as well as the relations between the refugees and officials
(Turtiainen, 2012). Immigration politics, public discussions and opinions have also been
researched (e.g. Lindström, 2012; Lepola, 2000; Jaakkola, 1995; Salmio, 2000;
Haapalehto, 2005). Most research has focused on a specific case or issue, wider looks
into refugee reception, or the public administration around it, are harder to find.

The first research listing of migration issues was made in 1978, when only migration of
Finnish people was researched (Ojala et al., 2015, p. 4). In the 1990s and 2000s, the
focus moved to ethnic issues and foreigner immigration (Ojala et al., 2015, p. 5).
Between 1999 and 2004, 1.8 per cent of immigration research concerned authoritative
operation, reception system and governance procedures (etc), while in comparison, legal
issues covered 0.7 per cent, politics 3.9, employment related issues 8.9 and integration,
identity and similar issues 20.2 per cent, most by far (ESN, 2004, p. 6). According to
these calculations, most research was sociological (19.1 per cent) or historical (11.7),
while political science constituted only 2.1 per cent (ESN, 2004, p. 6). Most research
has been text or interview based qualitative case research (Martikainen, 2009, p. 3).
Theoretical research on migration issues has been limited, and is needed both on a larger
scale as well as in more specific areas (ESN, 2004, p. 7). Research results, especially
compared with the information demands, have been considered modest (ESN, 2004, p.
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21). This background shows the need for the type of research conducted here. The
further introduction of previous research is limited to especially relevant ones.

In her thesis, Laiho (2008) mapped Finnish quota refugee politics from 1973 to 2007. In
2006, the quota refugee system gained public attention and criticism, due to opinion
differences in ministries and poor political planning, which led Laiho to the topic. Later,
the discussion expanded to local refugee reception questions, which led to my interest.
Laiho uses immigration laws, government and ministry statements and strategies as well
as parliament and newspaper discussions and three public servant interviews. There is
no significant theoretical background and the results are more descriptive than
interpretive, but the subject has not been extensively researched before, and Laiho’s
work is very helpful for this one. In Laiho’s research it becomes evident, that quota
refugee policies are a part of a much larger ensemble, and influenced by several features
including international actors, officials, economic situations and public opinions. In a
social work licentiate thesis, Kurtti (2010) researched immigrant integration
programmes, obligatory for refugee reception, by 22 municipalities. Her conclusion
was, that municipalities showed multicultural, economic and social objectives, but
common strategies or policies were not formed. Already in 1997, even though focused
on cross-cultural encounters, Matinheikki-Kokko researched the principles and practices
of refugee resettlement in Finland. She stated that multicultural policy to pursue
integration was adopted, but the responsibility of realizing it was transferred to
municipal employees rather than the national level, with municipalities showing varying
capabilities for execution (for basic information on integration, relatedly assimilation
and acculturation, and multiculturalism theories see e.g. Pehkonen, 2006, p. 24). These
studies show, that there is need for further research, combined with suitable theories.

The local refugee reception system per se has not received much academic attention in
Finland. In her licentiate thesis, Ahlgren-Leinvuo (2005) researched refugee moving
patterns after municipal resettlement, based on statistics and interviews with municipal
officials. She concluded, that local refugee reception fails to provide the proposed
benefits for municipalities, because most accommodated refugees move to bigger
municipalities, usually the largest cities, within three years. Also Kokko (2002)
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researched migrant moving patterns, and concluded immigrants mostly move to new
municipalities to be closer to families, friends or their ethnic group. Both Kokko and
Ahlgren-Leinvuo state, that this type of research has been conducted more in Sweden,
where a decentralization strategy was also in place, and the pattern of refugees
relocating to larger cities after the original placement has also been evident.

In Sweden, more research on refugee reception and even administration has been made.
Swedish research is especially relevant, because the system is very similar to the
Finnish one. This stems from a generally similar (“Nordic welfare”) state structure,
historical connections and the fact that in this public sector area, as well as in many
others, Swedish decisions and experiences have had significant impact on Finnish
development (see e.g. Laiho 2008, p. 8; 11). Sweden has a longer history and a larger
scale of refugee reception, reflected in the research field. Research on administration
development or with a significant social science theory framework still seems limited.

Kadhim (1999) has looked at the organizational structure, networks and policy
implementation in Swedish municipalities concerning refugee reception, through a case
study of Umeå municipality. The study concludes, that there have been no clear goals,
criteria or steering mechanisms for refugee reception action on either state or municipal
level (Kadhim, 1999, p. 51). Political interest was limited, decisions were made on the
grass-root level, and the problems between the state and municipal autonomy were
constantly evident (Kadhim, 1999, p. 52). Change and reorganization was permanently
ongoing, reasoned with a strive to more effectivity (Kadhim, 1999, p. 52). Sarstrand
Marekovic (2012) accounts for the development of the Swedish local reception system
from the 1960s, based on eight municipal case studies, and concludes, that officials
struggle for example with responsibility issues and direction of action. Andersson and
Vassberg (2008) analyse how variables, such as average income, unemployment, age
distribution and political majority, affect municipal refugee reception. They conclude
through regression analysis, that the proportion of foreigners living in the municipality
considerably impacts the amount of resettled refugees. Average income and a
non-Socialist political majority affect reception negatively, increased unemployment
decreases reception and a shortage of housing affects slightly negatively. They also look
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at some previous Swedish studies, which have concluded that in fact economic factors
do not affect refugee reception, even though municipalities themselves explain scarce
reception with insufficient resources, mainly in housing or services (this is also the case
in Finland, see e.g. SM, 2010a). These studies also show that economic and political
power relations between municipalities and the state affect refugee reception
(Andersson & Vasseberg, 2007, p. 14).

In her licentiate thesis, Bengtsson (2002) analyzes the interdependence and power
balance between state and municipalities in refugee reception. She underlines the “basic
paradox” in refugee reception: the central government grants refugee residence permits,
but is unable to provide refugees with an actual place to live, without the acceptance of
a local government. This acceptance is accomplished through voluntary agreements,
which can be problematic. Municipalities integrate refugees in practice to the Swedish
society by providing for example housing, education and healthcare services, and the
central government seeks to compensate the expenses. Bengtsson studies the resources
available to both negotiating parties and concludes, that the state has financial resources,
but lacks political, informational and authority resources, while the municipalities hold
organizational resources. The state can influence its vulnerability and sensitivity in the
negotiations through economy, but since the municipalities hold other resources than the
state, the relation is an interdependent one. (Bengtsson, 2002)

This type of refugee reception research hopefully spills over from Sweden to Finland,
and develops in both countries. These few examples show, that refugee reception can
and should be researched also with significant theoretical frameworks, connecting them
to other research fields. In conclusion, this research review also shows, that some of the
interesting features in refugee reception include the structure of the reception
organization, the relations between the actors, the network and complexities in and
around reception, responsibility issues and argumentation, to name a few. The next
chapter introduces a theoretical framework, which should be suitable for studying this
type of complex policy process phenomenon.
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3 Theoretical Background of Organizational Decision-Making
To answer the research questions and approach the complex process, organizational
decision-making theories are explored. The development of theories is shortly viewed,
starting from challenging traditionally rational decision-making models in economic
and organizational research. Main paradigms are shortly presented and the garbage can
of organizational choice theory is focused on: general composition, some applications
and criticism. In the end, a theory utilizing the garbage can in policy formation research
is looked at. A combination of these theories, focused on process and organization
complexity, form the frame for this study, operationalized in the next chapter.

3.1 Challenging Rationality in Decision-Making

The start of organizational decision-making theories, questioning classical rationality
(i.e. utility maximization) theories, is considered to be in the work of political scientist
Herbert A. Simon. Simon criticized existing administrative theories and brought the
idea of limited human rationality into decision-making research. Simon worked in the
Carnegie Institute of Technology, often in collaboration with others working on similar
ideas also later, such as March and Cyert (March & Simon, 1958, p. v-vi). His book
“Administrative Behavior: A Study of Decision-Making Processes in Administrative
Organization” from 1947, is considered a classic not only Simon’s original field
economics, but also administration, public policy and political science (Mintrom, 2016).
Simon and the rest of the “Carnegie school”, especially March, lifted decision-making
to the core of understanding administration and organizations; they saw
decision-making as much a part of the organizational activity as the actual “doing”
(Mintrom 2016; Short, 1947). Simon created the conceptual framework for this type of
administrational research (Mintrom, 2016, p. 10). Simultaneously, Simon brought
psychological elements into administrational (as well as e.g. economic) science and
promoted acknowledging “the limits of rationality” (Mintrom, 2016).

Simon challenged the idea of globally rational choice, presented in economic and
administrational theories until then. Elaborating his ideas in an article, Simon (1955)
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considered his work of a “limited” or “approximate” rationality a stepping stone
between psychology and economic or administrational theories. The work brought
decision-making theories closer to real choice situations, humans with “limited
knowledge and ability”, and actual behaviour in organizations. The goal of his work was
to define “rational choice” in a way, that resembles more “the actual decision
processes”, observed in empirical studies, than for example game-theoretical and
economic probability models. (Simon, 1955, p. 113-114). Previous theories had
assumed for example, that decisions are made with fixed preferences, ample skills and
resources to evaluate and calculate pay-off, and other aspects of alternatives, all of
which are available, while not having room for “unanticipated consequences” or
incomparability (Simon, 1955, p. 99, 103-104). Simon (1955, p. 103) proposed, that
rational behavior of decision-makers is limited by their access to information and
capabilities. Instead of always maximizing profits and profoundly going through all
options, decision-makers sometimes settle, which might even prove efficient
(decision-making) for the organization (Mintrom, 2016, p. 3). According to Simon,
decision-making includes both bounded and intended rationality, where participants
wish to do better choices and achieve better outcomes (Mintrom, 2016, p. 3-4). Simon
claimed that organizational structures affect decision-making and compensate humane
psychological and other limitations, by constructing and controlling the environment
(Mintrom, 2016, p. 4). The elements of steering towards more rational decision-making
include equalizing expectations, setting boundaries for behavior and directing
participant attention (Mintrom, 2016, p. 4). Simon discussed the importance of
interaction and communication in achieving common goals, and the effects of
participant identification, instead of mere command and control (Mintrom, 2016, p. 6).
Simon promoted a contextualized approach: decision-making being both limited and
steered by different factors, even if still being rational, in a (non-traditional) sense. As
Simon intended (1955, p. 114), his paper became significant material for theory building
on decision-making in organizations, and more generally. Even though Simon stated a
need for more empirical knowledge for his propositions at the time (Simon, 1955, p.
99-100; Mintrom, 2016, p. 2), also empirical knowledge on the decision-making
processes he modelled has been accumulated over the last decades.
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3.2 Building on Simon and March: Theory Development

During the latter half of the 20th century, organizational decision-making and policy
process theories, based on questioned participant rationality, developed remarkably.
This paradigm of bounded rationality has included many variations and applications.
Building on Simon’s work, Charles E. Lindblom established “incrementalism”: political
actors favoring stability and focusing on modest, gradual changes, because they battle
information, capability and attention limitations and avoid risks (Mintrom, 2016, p. 7;
Migone & Howlett, 2016). According to Lindblom, especially in complex issues with
restricted predictability, status quo is favored, because new resource allocation is
difficult, but also because bureaucratic choice situations are often stiff and have no
room for creativity (Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 5). Between the 1950s and 1970s, a
debate between researchers relying on the rationalist (also “synoptic”, “utility
maximization”, “subjectively expected utility” etc.) or the incrementalist approaches
occurred (Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 10). In the 1970s, scholars were starting to
consider the “schools”, and especially the latent debate, too limited for clarifying what
decision-making both is and should be, and deliberated combining the descriptive and
the normative (Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 11). Theoretical alternatives were
developed from combinations, but also exploring the insecurities of decision-making,
which lead to models such as the ”garbage can” (Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 11).
Within the broader bounded rationality paradigm, the garbage can model stressed the
importance of timing and contextuality, and explored the unpredictability in
decision-making. Especially because of these features, it is utilized in this work.

Decision-making theories have been developed in multiple fields and also empirical
knowledge has accumulated. For example in 1974, Tversky and Kahneman conducted
psychological tests, contributing to the emerging field of “behavioural economics”
(Frame, 2013, p. 6). Later, Simon’s work was utilized also studying (at least seemingly)
quick dynamic changes in policies and organizations (Mintrom, 2016, p. 7). Another
approach is considering public policy a combination of long constancy and short change
interventions, preceded by lobbying; punctuated equilibrium models (Mintrom, 2016, p.
8; Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 8). In this work, yet another approach is considered.
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3.3 The Garbage Can Model of Organizational Choice

The garbage can model of organizational choice (later also GC or GCM) was developed
by Cohen, March and Olsen, first presented in 1972. The cooperation of the researchers
started in the 60s, and was unusually interdisciplinary at the time (Jann, 2016, p. 2). The
cooperation of March and Olsen, essentially in the bounded rationality paradigm, turned
out very fruitful for social sciences, especially administrational and organizational but
also contributing to other fields, over the following decades (Jann, 2016, p. 2).

The GCM is a normative (as opposed to descriptive) behavioral theory of organization,
also described a systemic-anarchic perspective of organizational decision-making
(Morgan, 2006). The theory considers decision-making central to understanding
organizations and their activity, and suggests, that organizational structures and contexts
affect decisions and processes greatly. Again following the tradition of Simon, the
garbage can theory primarily challenges depictions of decision-making as a traditionally
rational, straightforward, cohesive and simple process, where problems are solved. The
writers appeal to empirical evidence, at least against the traditionally rational
perspective. The garbage can process occurs, when resources and other “preconditions
of more normal rational models are not met” (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 16, 1). The main
argument of the GCM is, that organizations (some more often than others) can be
burdened with problematic preferences, unclear technologies and fluid participation
(Jann, 2016, p. 3). These problems turn decision-making become very unpredictable and
sensitive to different factors, such as timing, context, organizational structures and load.
There are different ongoing processes within and around organizations, or floating
“streams”, which come together at a time of decision-making. The outcome is the
coincidental combination of those constantly changing streams at that time, rather than a
comprehensively and rationally designed result solving problems. In the GCM,
decisions, problems and solutions are not necessarily linked: a solution might not be
based on the original problem, a problem might not get a decision opportunity, or there
are decisions without solutions. Organizations are seen as “collections” of decision
situations, problems, solutions and participants, the streams floating around, rather than
linear problem solving machines (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1).
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Cohen, March and Olsen created a computer simulation model to explore the theorized
process. In economic behavioural theories, and connected to bounded rationality,
presenting mathematical fundamentals is central, which may have inspired this coding
effort, even though mathematical validation for bounded rationality models has not been
discovered (Aliev & Huseynov, 2014, p. 260). The simulation codes the GC ideas,
measures of organizational activity and structure with some assumptions, and predicts
decision-making. According to the writers, no real organization can fully present the
process, making simulation and assumptions necessary (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 18). In
reality, the GC may be detected in many organizations at least somewhere or sometimes,
but not in all organizations or necessarily all aspects of one (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1).

3.3.1 Organized Anarchies

The garbage can process occurs in organized anarchies, organizations or decision
situations, which have three features: problematic preferences, unclear technology and
fluid participation (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1). Decision-making in organized anarchies is
more complex, fluctuating, unpredictable and sensitive to timing than “in classical
models” (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 18). Firstly, the organization has incompatible and
vaguely defined priorities. Action is not based on goals, preferences are formed from
action and the organization has loose connections rather than coherence (Cohen et al.,
1972, p. 1). Even if the decision-making were traditionally rational, it would be affected
by the ambiguous circumstances. Secondly, participants do not understand processes or
the entirety, and trial-and-error-processes are common (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1).
Thirdly, the participants use different amounts of time and effort, bound by all other
things requiring their attention. The decision-makers, as well as the audiences related to
the choices but not making them, change inconsistently. This fluid participation creates
fluid borders for the decision-making (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1). All decision-makers are
not focused on the same issue at the same time, especially in large and complex
situations. The theory creators claim that features of an organized anarchy are especially
present in “public, educational and illegitimate organizations” and use American
universities as their example (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1). Public organizations, according
to the writers, tend to be large, complex and incoherent (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 1).
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3.3.2 The Garbage Can

Building on Simon’s introduction of psychology into decision-making research, Cohen,
March and Olsen state, that organizations are stages for decision-makers and their ideas,
solutions, feelings and issues (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 2). Therefore decision-making is
not consistently and completely rational, meaning problems needing solutions, but also
“choices looking for problems, issues and feelings looking for decision situations...and
decision-makers looking for work” (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 2). In the core of the GCM is
timing: all decision situations, problems, solutions and participants are not present at all
times, and therefore a decision or a choice is based on the time it is made, rather than
the “best” solutions for the “biggest” problems by the “best” decision-makers using
their “best” energies and abilities. Strategically, the timing of a decision is the most
important factor (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 2). This description of decision-making is named
a garbage can, because the elements of a decision are the ones “dumped in” at a certain
time. In this metaphor, decisions are formed by the contents of a can, affected by other
cans (decision situations): how many are available, where, when, what is dumped in
them etc. This means that decisions, and their making processes, are results of the
“relatively independent streams” of problems, people, solutions and decision situations
“floating” through the organization at all times at different activity levels, and their
relations and temporary connections (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 2; Jann, 2015, p. 4).

3.3.3 Streams in an Organization

The GCM describes decisions as a result of a complex network of actions,
simultaneously ongoing processes coinciding, even accidentally or unintentionally. The
model aims to clarify this complexity by separating the streams floating around in their
own pace, and with their own logic. The separate, but sometimes interrelating processes
are according to the model the streams of problems, solutions, participants and decision
situations. The simulation seeks to predict some outcomes based on the streams and
their relation to the organizational structures present. (Cohen et al., 1972).
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The stream of problems are questions or issues requiring attention from participants and
more or less relevant to the organization (e.g. personal, societal). Sometimes a problem
might need a lot of attention, but other times the same one might not be so pressing and
solutions might be available easily. The solutions are different keys, such as machines
creating needs: used for one problem and therefore used later. Sometimes solutions are
actively searched for, sometimes not; sometimes there are plenty of available,
sometimes none. Solutions are available and can be offered and decided on, even if they
do not solve any problems, or there are none. This feature of the theory is significantly
different from rational models. The stream of participants includes all people involved,
coming and going, and focusing on decisions more or less. Choice opportunities or
decision situations expect decision-making, such as meetings collecting together some
participants, problems and solutions, available at the time. (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 3).

3.3.4 Organizational Structures

As stated earlier, in the GCM and other bounded rationality theories, how organizations
or situations are organized, strongly affect decisions and activities. To understand how
arrangements shape processes and outcomes, the GCM includes different decision and
access structures (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 7). Decision structure determines how choices
and people are connected; who can participate in which decision. Access structure
describes the connection between decisions and problems; if problems can be dealt with
in all or only some situations. The structures affect timing and pace of situations,
problems, solutions and participants, but also regulate how participants allocate their
energy, and create connections between streams (Cohen et al. 1972, p. 4-5).

The model presents three “pure types” of access structure: unsegmented, hierarchical
and specialized access. In an unsegmented, also called open structure, all (active)
problems can be connected to all (active) decision situations (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 5).
In a hierarchical structure, important problems can be connected to many decision
situations, and important situations only to important problems. In a specialized
structure one problem is only connected to one choice, and one choice to two problems
(Cohen et al., 1972, p. 6). Also possible decision structures are divided into
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corresponding types: unsegmented, hierarchical and specialized decisions. In an
unsegmented, open structure, everyone can participate in any decision. In a hierarchical
structure important participants make the important decisions, but can also participate in
many others. In a purely specialized structure, a decision can only be made by one
participant, and participants only have one decision they can make (Cohen et al., 1972,
p. 6-7). In reality, there are more connection possibilities, and variation within an
organization by time or section is possible (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 7)

3.3.5 Other Components of the Model

In addition to the streams and structures, the GCM includes features of net energy load
and energy distribution. How much load or slack an organization has, greatly affects its
decisions and processes. The simplification of the simulation model presents three
levels of load: light, moderate and heavy. These energy levels determine whether the
organization has more energy than its problems require, more flexibility and slack (light
load), or just enough energy for the problems, making it difficult to solve all of them
(heavy load) (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 5). Energy distribution is variation in the time and
effort participants use or can use, divided to three types: important people (high in
hierarchy) have less energy for solving problems, all people have equal energy or
important people have more energy than unimportant ones (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 7).
The GCM simulation scenarios are created with some behavioral assumptions, which
according to the theorists can be varied infinitely, so they are not presented here (Cohen
et al. 1972, p. 4). Also a detailed look in the simulation, made in the programming
language of Fortran (still today sometimes used for heavy scientific calculation), will be
skipped. In this study, the theory is used in a more general, less mathematically prone
way. The simulation created 324 decision situations, surrounded by different
organizational structures, with different streams and outcomes (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 8).

Cohen, March and Olsen (1972, p. 8-9) utilize summary statistics including decision
style and difficulty, problem activity and latency, and decision maker activity. The
simulation model is simultaneously a simplified and a more complex version of the
theory, with some new assumptions (Jann, 2015, p. 4). Decisions are made in three
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styles: by resolution, oversight or flight (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 8). When a decision is
made by resolution, problems are solved after some work. If decisions are made by
oversight, problems are connected to other choice situations, energy is available and a
decision is made without considering other problems, or using much energy or time. A
decision made by flight is one without problems: unsolved problems may be attached to
other more interesting (relevant, attractive) choices, leaving the decision easy to be
made, but not solving any problems (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 8). Decisions are difficult, if
they are present for long. Problem activity reflects, that the organization has conflict or
problems are articulated often; high activity means a problem is attached to many
situations (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 8-9). When a problem is recognized, but no decisions
are made, the organization has problem latency (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 8). Decisionmaker activity signifies participants changing choices (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9).

3.3.6 Features of a Garbage Can Process

The conclusion of analyzing the simulated situations is, that the GC decision-making
process has eight dominant features (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9). Following the normative
quality of the theory, the writers state, these elements show how “organizations survive
when they do not know what they are doing” (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11).

The first feature is that making decisions does not usually resolve problems. The most
common ways to decide matters are by flight and oversight: decisions are made when
there are no problems, or they can be solved elsewhere (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9). Only
sometimes under a light load, with slack, or if decisions by flight are not possible, some
problems are solved (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9). Secondly, the garbage can process is
greatly affected by load: when the load is heavier, problems and decisions remain
undone longer, decision-makers move from decision situation to another more, and
more decisions are made by oversight or flight, solving less problems (Cohen et al.,
1972, p. 9). Only organizations with open access structure, when all problems can be
dealt with in all decision situations, and specialized decision structure, where only
certain people can make certain decisions, stay relatively stable when the load changes
(Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9). Staying stable nevertheless again means that they make
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decisions without solving problems (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 9). In their later work, March
and Olsen (1984, p. 740) also point out, that how political systems respond to pressures
for change can rely on the “slack in the system”: instead of resolving actual problems,
systems may be inclined to respond to the pressures at hand. Thirdly, decision-makers
tend to carry problems with them, while changing to new decision situations; problems
and people stay together, making people feel they encounter the same unsolved
problems over and over again, in different contexts. On the other hand, problems are
always faced with the same people and outcomes (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10).

When an organization solves problems quickly through decisions, it is considered
effective. According to the GCM, in effective organizations, the structure should
decrease problem activity and latency, but these organizations were not found in the
simulations (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10). Effectiveness, in terms of low problem activity
and latency, and quick decision-making, is according to the model not possible in
organized anarchies, which is the fourth feature (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10). The fifth
feature is that the process varies greatly depending on the organizational structures
(Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10). Even though for example load affects practically all types of
organizations similarly, most outcomes depend more on what decision and access
arrangements the organization has (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10).

The sixth finding is that important and early problems are solved more often than later
and unimportant ones (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10). The seventh feature is that more
important decisions tend to resolve less problems than unimportant ones, which are
more often made by resolution (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 10-11). More important decisions
tend to be made by flight or oversight, especially if they have been discovered early on.
According to the theorists, this is evident, when major decisions seem to “just happen”
in complicated organizations (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11). The last defining feature of the
garbage can process is, that even though most decisions are made, they are mainly
average in importance: most unresolved decisions emerge in the most and the least
important ones (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11). Moderately important choices are practically
always finished.
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According to Cohen, March and Olsen (1972, p. 11), these eight features appear in
organizations with ambiguous goals, incoherent processes and fluid participation. They
claim that with inconsistent structuring, organizations are forced to survive with less
ideal mechanisms (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11). It is nevertheless stressed that the
processes and outcomes are extremely different depending on structures, load and other
attributes of the organization at the time of the decision, highlighting the importance of
understanding context and timing in decision-making (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11).

3.4 Application and Criticism

Since the development of the garbage can model in the 1970s, it has been used in
various organizational and other research, even very recently after 40 years. A large
number and variety of organizations and themes, in different contexts, have been
researched with the model: for example geopolitics, companies, projects, even an
architectural competition and police action development (see e.g. Lomi & Harrison,
2012; Takahashi 1997; Zhu, 2016; Reenen, 2010). In most research, the features of the
GC have been compared with actual organizations and processes; the theory has always
had strong connections to empirical studies (see e.g. Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 28).

In the 1972 article, universities and particularly their cutbacks on organizational slack,
are taken as the example (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 11). Considering large, small, rich and
poor universities, the GCM is used to “predict the differences” between the school types
(Cohen et al., 1972, p. 13). Working with hypothesized figures and multiple
assumptions, although also relying on empirical material, this original example is not
very useful for empirical applications, but does illuminate the theory. According to the
predictions, reductions in slack or increases in load, change the access and decision
structures and energy distributions in organizations. Slack reductions are results of “bad
times” and moving from “good times” to less slack, can for example move a large, rich
school from specialized access structure to a hierarchical one. Worse times can cause
shifts towards more hierarchical decision structures. The theorists argue that during first
cutbacks, large rich schools might feel especially deprived, while others do not consider
their position decline drastically (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 14-15).
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The GCM is among the most cited and applied theories in organizational research, used
in several policy areas (Jann, 2016, p. 2). The theory is elaborate and there are needs to
both add and simplify, when applying it to empirical cases. Without validation, a strict
mathematical application is not possible, despite the original code simulation, and
researchers rely more on their interpretations. As described by its creators, the GCM
still seems to be a solution attracting problems (Jann, 2016, p. 2). In a 1992 literary
review on strategic decision-making, the GC is considered a separate paradigm from
bounded rationality, and three main application ways are listed: making simulations
similar to the original, using case studies to prove the descriptive validity of the theory
(features of an organized anarchy or decisions as random collections) and comparing the
GC with other models (Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 28-31). The second way has shown, that
some organizations, mainly governmental or educational, do have features of organized
anarchies (Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 28). Some applications of the theory have included
focusing more on agency, introducing deadlines to diminish GC features and
considering “passing the buck” to other people, rather than postponing solving problems
and making decisions (see e.g. Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 28; Fioretti & Lomi, 2010).

There is some debate, whether the theory is proven or only found where looked for,
because of its ambiguous nature. Empirical studies have shown, that with a longer time
perspective, the description fits better (Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 30). If a case has features of
an organized anarchy, and to what extent, is a matter of interpretation: if there are
seemingly conflicting or non-existent preferences, some guidelines or values might be
constant; participation might be more predictable than first assumed (e.g. through
psychology); and just because small changes have great impacts, the theory can not be
considered proven (Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 30). The 1992 literary review claims, the theory
is only modestly supported by empirical evidence, and suggests a label of “extreme
form of bounded rationality” (Eisenhardt, 1992, p. 31). The article considered the GC
depicting a completely random and wandering process, which is not the interpretation of
this work. Instead of trying to fit the case into the frame, or the other way around, the
GC is here considered a toolbox for deconstructing and analyzing decision-making.
However, because the focus is also a policy formation process, another adaptation of the
theory is explored and later combined with the GC, to form a useful framework.
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3.5 Kingdon’s Agenda and Alternatives
A significant adaptation, but more than a small modification, of the GC theory was
made by John W. Kingdon. Considering the complexity and timing sensitive approach
of the GC, Kingdon produced a theoretical framework for public policy processes
(Greer, 2015, p. 1). The book Agendas, alternatives and public policies, first published
in 1984, has remained an important textbook and an extremely cited and utilized theory
for social scientists (Greer, 2015, p. 14). Kingdon studied US politics, more specifically
health and transportation policies, through wide interviews, but the framework has since
been used and verified in many other empirical contexts (Kingdon, 1984, p. 4; Greer,
2015, p. 3). Kingdon’s focus was the “predecision processes”, which he claimed to be
“uncharted territory” even though policy formation depends on the work behind and
before legislation and other authoritative political decision-making (Kingdon, 1984, p.
1). He wondered, how alternatives are generated to political decision-making, and why
some issues or alternatives are on the table, while others are not (Kingdon, 1984, p. 3).

Kingdon separates the agenda, issues focused on, and the alternatives with them. The
agenda can be issues on the “big” political arena (in Finland the government and the
parliament), often changing and easily seen through media, or a specialized agenda of a
certain field (in this case refugee and immigration issues), visible to those interested or
working in it (Kingdon, 1984, p. 4). The issues on the agenda are seriously considered,
and possibly but not necessarily decided upon (Kingdon separated governmental and
decision agendas; 1984, p. 4). The alternatives considered with them, are created
elsewhere, in a different stream. Kingdon utilized and adapted the GC streams to
investigate policy formation. He named three streams or ongoing processes, affecting
agendas and alternatives: problems, policies and politics, in other words problem
recognition, generation of policy proposals and political events (Kingdon, 1984, p. 19).
As with the GC, all streams have their own logic and pace, but in Kingdon’s theory
people participate in only one of them (usually, not always); therefore participants are
not a stream per se. Kingdon’s terminology often derives from the GC (e.g. streams,
attention), but is defined differently. He also notes incrementalism to be useful in
studying proposals, but not in explaining significant political changes (Kingdon, 1984,
p. 88; but at the time punctuated equilibrium theories were not yet developed).
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Kingdon (1984, p. 20) separates visible and hidden participants: politicians and
specialists, such as civil servants or researchers. The visible affect the agenda, what is
dealt with and how, while the hidden affect the alternatives, which problems and
alternatives are specified before entering the agenda (Kingdon, 1984, p. 20). The visible
actors work (mainly) in the stream of politics, with political events such as campaigns
and elections (Kingdon, 1984, p. 152). The hidden actors, making proposals, discussing
and researching issues, also when they are not on the big agenda, work mainly in the
policy stream (Kingdon, 1984, p. 209). The policy stream resembles a natural selection
process. Ideas float around, combine and change, and it is useless to map, where and
when an idea was originally created; none are completely new (Kingdon, 1984, p. 136,
148). Instead Kingdon (1984, p. 138) lists, that the ideas surviving to the agenda meet
criteria such as feasibility and fitting with attitudes, values and budgets. Through these,
a short list of proposals is created for decision-making (Kingdon, 1984, p. 146). This is
the focus of this work: the proposals from the ministry level, a “short listing”.

This work focuses on the policy stream, but also its connections to the political side: for
example, proposals are sometimes politically decided on, sometimes left floating. In
Kingdon’s theory, the political and policy streams are connected by the third: problems
(Kingdon, 1984, p. 95). Problems are issues rising to decision-making through means,
such as indicators, feedback, catastrophes or “focusing events”. Kingdon (1984, p. 115)
also distinguishes between conditions and problems; a situation can be present for a
long time, a condition lived with, before it is decided that something must be done,
turning it into a problem to deal with. Kingdon (1984, p. 20) calls the streams coming
together couplings: “at some critical junctures the three streams are joined, and the
greatest policy changes grow out of that coupling of problems, policy proposals and
politics”. However, partial couplings are also possible (here the GC influence also
shows), for example problems might be lifted to the political stream without alternatives
(i.e. solutions, from the policy stream). Some features of Kingdon’s theory, such as
“policy entrepreneurs”, active policy or alternative drivers, are not deeply included here,
because the focus is different. Kingdon describes “windows of opportunity”, when there
is a possibility for a problem or a solution to rise to the agenda. Since couplings of the
streams are considered in the analysis, sometimes the term “window” is also used.
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Like the GC, also Kingdon’s theory is probabilistic and chance plays an important role:
even if the environment is exactly the same, the outcome might be different due to
whatever happened to happen somewhere in the process. Instead of stating, what will
come out, the theory focuses on the process and concludes, that in fact anything could
come out (and still prove the validity of the theory) (Greer, 2015, p. 8). Therefore, with
these theories, it is not useful to investigate if the same or similar processes produce
different results or not, because obviously the outcomes will anyway differ; the
probability of a same result at a different time is miniscule (Greer, 2015, p. 9). Outside
the US context, in parliamentary systems with less veto points such as Finland, the
agenda-alternative process is more straightforward; when politicians adopt an issue and
a solution for it, it is usually in fact realized (Greer, 2015, p. 4). Kingdon’s theory has
been used in explaining many different developments in many different contexts, and
using it can be considered too easy (also because of its ambiguity) and redundant
(Greer, 2015, p. 9). However, this work utilizes the theory from a different angle (less
attentive to the “big agenda”) and combines it with the GC theory, also using the
framework as a starting point, a toolbox for interpretation, rather than a finish line
attempted to explain all of the empirical data. The usefulness of this framework will be
assessed in the last chapter, even though theory development is not seriously attempted.

4 Methodology and material
This chapter introduces the methodology and material of the empirical case study,
starting with the background and philosophies of the chosen approaches. The case is
approached more through the qualitative method tradition, but the characterization is
discussed below. The chosen approach is an interpretive, hermeneutic one; to analyze
and understand the features of decision-making, not only describe it. The main method
is interpretive content analysis, used on the decision situation material: ministry level
documents on refugee reception. The material is introduced before the
operationalization of the theoretical framework is explained in the end of the chapter.
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4.1 Methods: Qualitative and Interpretive Research

The boundary between qualitative and quantitative methods is today often seen an
oversimplification, or even arbitrary, for significant research purposes. The traditional
view is, in a caricature description, that quantitative studies use statistical methods to
find answers from for example large survey data, while qualitative studies explore
narratives and cases with descriptive or interpretive methods. However, as Ercikan and
Roth (2006, p. 14) demonstrate, all or at least most phenomena, both “the material
world (ontology) and knowledge about it (epistemology)”, include quantitative and
qualitative aspects, and researching them in depth usually requires both approaches.
Also research validation often requires methods from both, because both have strengths
and weaknesses, at least in complex research purposes. The chosen method should not
derive from initially choosing a tradition and sticking with it, but from the research
purposes (Ercikan & Roth, 2006). Even though this study falls mainly under the
traditional category of qualitative research, this definition is not used as a restriction, but
a starting point. The method and material are chosen based on the research questions
and goals. The absence of statistical methods is due to these original approach choices,
but also restrictions in time and other resources, since also this phenomenon (refugee
reception), could easily be studied also with traditionally quantitative methods, such as
comparing refugee numbers with economic indicators. Quantitative aspects are however
included, for example when the amount an issue appears in the material is discussed.
Therefore, it can be stated, that on a continuum between qualitative and quantitative,
this work is set nearer the qualitative end.

Traditionally quantitative research has been considered to achieve more validity and
generalization possibilities (Ercikan & Roth, 2006, p. 14). Today more qualitative
research steps up to this challenge, and has either assumed some quantitative aspects, or
stood up for their own validation and generalization methods (comparing weaknesses,
statistical analysis can suffer from oversimplification and lack of contextualization and
interpretation). Diminishing “black box” effects between data and results have been
attempted, but still researchers might claim to use for example a grounded theory
approach, while in practice not following its procedures (Evers, 2016, p. 2).
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This work attempts to overcome some of the weaknesses traditionally connected to
qualitative research by explaining the analysis methods closely, and thickening the
analysis with for example constant reflection, such as rechoosing the material. However,
triangulation (i.e. using multiple methods and techniques), encouraged to increase
validity and overcome considered weaknesses, is not completed, mainly for resource
reasons. Some possibilities are considered in the end, as tips for future research.

This study is based on a hermeneutic, interpretive tradition and uses the method of
interpretive content analysis. As opposed to a descriptive approach, an interpretive
method is aimed at understanding a phenomenon deeper than initially worded by the
involved actors; interpretation is needed to understand what is happening or meant, even
though only something else is said. However, descriptive and interpretive research
methods often overlap, and method scholars encourage focusing on finding answers
with flexible uses of methods, also at this point, rather than focusing on a strictly
labelled and restricted method (see e.g. Elliott & Timulak, 2005, p. 148). Examples of
qualitative, interpretive research questions are for example why phenomena appear or
how they unfold over time (Elliott & Timulak, 2005, p. 149), like in this work.

Interpretation can not be guess work, or limited by the cognitive process of the
researcher, and therefore theory, context and different data sources (from different actors
offering views and interpretations of their own) are required. An interpretive approach is
recommended, when many actors and preferences are involved in the case (see e.g.
Kuokkanen, 2016, p. 89), which is true of refugee reception. Even though this study
focuses on the actors in ministry level decision-making, the interpretive approach
attempts to unveil different frames, preferences, views, arguments, premises and
conflicts these actors have, and have had over the years, both the said and unsaid.
Following a “broadly accepted” recommendation, this policy development analysis is
“historical in nature”, and therefore covers some decades, rather than only focusing on
the last few years (Migone & Howlett, 2016, p. 9).

This research was started with the first step from many general frameworks for
qualitative interpretive (or descriptive) research: initial reading of the material, getting a
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broad view and assessing which data is valid and which unnecessary, even though
initially (by title for example) it might have been thought significant (Elliott & Timulak,
2005, p. 152). This beginning, and the constant reflection of the material in light of the
research questions, gives the study flexibility and reliability, even though also bias
should be carefully and systematically avoided. The second step is retracting significant
segments, or “meaning units”, for interpretation and coding (Elliott & Timulak, 2005, p.
153). Eventually, the codings, categories and taxonomies are compared, combined and
taken to a new level of abstraction, to find “the simplest way to fully depict the
phenomenon” (Elliott & Timulak, 2005, p. 153).

4.1.1 Thick Analysis and Coding
Using qualitative data analysis programmes is increasingly common. They offer several
analysis methods and transparency, but can also cause “drowning in data” (Evers,
2016). There is also a need for a theoretical and methodological framework,
determining the coding and other tools used in the analysis (Evers, 2016). The
programme is a tool box, not a machine for input questions and output answers. Most of
the material in this work is analyzed with the help of the programme Atlas.ti, whenever
possible, using thick analysis instructions, explained below to avoid the “black box”.

The concept of coding, or code, may be defined in multiple ways, and used from
interpretive or positivist perspectives (Evers, 2016, p. 6). Coding refers to the way, the
data is processed, for example “by reading, interpreting and re-reading in consideration
of earlier text”, compatible with “the hermeneutic tradition of reading bible texts”
(Evers, 2016, p. 6). Other approaches include fragmenting and sorting, and all three
might be used when analyzing material with a programme (Evers, 2016, p. 6). This
work relies mainly on interpretation and hermeneutic tradition and (re-)reading is the
core coding method. Here coding is defined as Evers does for thick analysis: “[t]he
actual manner in which the researcher works with the data to make them interpretable
… by using several procedures and software tools, e.g. reading, highlighting,
segmenting, linking codes to data segments...and sorting data segments by code” (Evers,
2016, p. 6). In segmenting, coding means labelling segments based on the content or
“silent” content, form or characteristics. Evers defines analysis method as:
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“mode(s) a researcher chooses or designs to interpret the data and reflect on them while
considering the research question(s), using QDA software. Choices are made to focus on
specific aspects in the data; to interpret these aspects in a transcendent way; reflect on them
considering the data as a whole and relate them to other aspects in order to answer the research
question. This might lead to additional data collection and analysis.” (Evers, 2016, p. 6).

Coding is based on “inductive, deductive or abductive reasoning” (Evers, 2016, p. 7).
Here, the coding is a combination of deductive and inductive reasoning. Only deductive
reasoning might result in finding what is searched for, in other words, forcing the theory
on the material and phenomenon. On the other hand, only inductive reasoning would
complicate reflecting back on the theoretical background, and relevant issues might be
overlooked. Therefore the material is looked at both with the theoretical background in
mind and with an open mind to identify other themes or patterns. Inductive coding is
conducted with (re-)reading the material and identifying (and relevantly coding) central
or reappearing themes and approaches. Reflecting back to the theoretical background,
material is searched deductively for themes such as context, framing, structures,
effectivity, load, participants, problems and solutions (it should however be stated, that
these listed words might not be directly translated to codes).

Analytic techniques in thick analysis refer to “searching and finding”, coding in order to
organize and find the meaningful in the material, and interpretation is mainly done with
coded segments (Evers, 2016, p. 7). Also in this study, when searching and identifying
relative segments, interpretation is used. For example the code “responsibility” may
include segments, where the word is present, but also segments, where the underlying
theme is responsibility, and for example division of labor issues are present. Mapping
thick analysis, Evers (2016, p. 8) continues, that analytic tactics refer to “connecting”,
seeing the themes and relations in the material with the help of the codes, and possibly
other tools of the programme, such as visualization. In tactics, the interpretation is “on
or between groups of segments”, re-using “analytic techniques on a higher level of
abstraction” to find connections (Evers, 2016, p. 8). Code categories may be built and
segment groups compared with one another to find “differences, similarities, patterns or
indeed the absence of issues that were expected to be present”. In Atlas.ti, codes form
segment groups, and also groups of codes are created.
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According to Evers (2016, p. 8), analytic strategy is connecting analysis results from
techniques and tactics “in a transcending manner” to interpret the complete material,
and might require “recoding or re-arranging the data”. Evers (2016, p. 8) recommends
combining “several analytic techniques and tactics in an eclectic manner”, being
creative and focusing on the goals and questions of the research. Reflection is
encouraged during all phases, which is attempted also here, for example with the help of
memos in Atlas.ti. One example of constant reflection, conducted in this work, is
evaluating the material, what is excessive or absent, and changing it accordingly. The
analysis process in this study was not conducted in a forced linear way; instead a
circular movement between theory, data, analysis and reflection was made. Another
example of ongoing reflection was assessing coding; whether the codes used were
repetitive or informative for example. Evers (2016) notes, that time and other resources
obviously limit achieving maximum thickness of analysis; a restraint also evident here.

4.1.2 Content Analysis Questions

Conducting the analysis of this study was further advanced with some helpful “key
questions” for a policy issue analysis from documents, involving “multiple goals and
interpretation”, listed by Clare Ginger (2006, p. 346-347). In document analysis, Ginger
asks questions such as what the storylines and themes are, what kind of relationships the
actors have and how they frame and argument issues, and their framing. She also looks
at the information provided or not provided, and how it is combined with the positions
of the actors, and how all this connects to the “broader policy contexts” (Ginger, 2006,
p. 346). In analyzing the process around the documents, she looks at the participants
making the document, whether they have similar or different positions, what relations
they have to each other, the issue and its contexts, and how the documents were
produced. Ginger (2006, p. 346) also asks how the process fits “into the stream of
activities which people are engaged” . Her questions and approach to interpretive
document analysis is suitable both for the research questions and theoretical background
of this study, even though the scope has to be limited due to resource limitations.
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This study focuses on finding central reappearing themes and the positions, and
surrounding frames and arguments, compared with the involved actors. During the first
data examination, going through and “harvesting” the relevant material, in addition to
the original question of municipal reception, the themes of ministry division of labour
and the relation of politics and administration, were discovered. I chose to concentrate
on these three themes and, considering the appearance frequency, my own original
interests and the general amount of material for interpretation around the issues, I
organized them in order of importance: the responsibility question as the first and most
important, municipal resettlement second and the politics-administration relation third.

4.2 Introduction of the Material

Refugee reception decision-making is studied through ministry level documents by
different working groups. Ministry level documents were chosen, because they
represent policy preparation, one step behind government proposals. They fall under the
policy stream, or policy “primeval soup” mulling over the alternatives, in Kingdon’s
terms (1984, p. 122). These documents, mainly reports and memos by working groups,
specify alternatives for authoritative political decision-making; they represent the
options seriously considered. The general development in refugee and immigration
politics is listed in separate sections. Thereafter, some documents are analyzed more
closely. These documents were chosen based on the research questions and design. The
documents chosen deal with the general national organization of refugee reception, after
granted residence permits. The documents have different focuses, but all of them frame
the issue in some way, set or represent the specialized agenda, list problems and suggest
solutions. Even though the focus has been on the content, the aim has also been to
choose enlightening documents spread across the studied time period. Towards current
times, the involvement of political actors increases, as the analysis also shows, and
therefore later also government documents, prepared by ministries, are included.

The material was found mainly through the collective search of Finnish libraries and
archives (Finna.fi, 2017). The terms used were for example refugees, municipalities and
resettlement, and their variations and combinations (also in English and Swedish, the
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other official language). Searches were also conducted by core actors (such as the
Advisory board for refugee issues) and “snowballing”; finding new material through
previously found documents. The probability of serious shortages in the data gathering
has been minimized by conducting searches multiple times, also with some time gap,
and through different databases. This proved especially beneficial when some
documents, such as the 2010 strategy of the Interior Ministry, were not found later. This
also shows a handicap in the searches: relevant material mapping development needs
and propositions, might be lost, if it is not utilized later.

Information and communications material, only describing reception processes or
services, has been left out, as well as material only dealing with asylum seekers or only
labour or other immigration (or emigration). The searches also showed a considerable
amount of material by different organizations, and studies varying in views and quality,
but the closer focus has been kept in the ministry level decision-making. However, it
should be noted, that abundant document material to research refugee and immigration
issues is available; both an asset and a threat for drowning in data. Legislation is not
included in the analysis, because interpretation of law is a whole other field of research.
Finnish immigration policies are divided into refugee, asylum, Ingrian or return
immigration, integration and work permit policies (Pehkonen, 2006, p. 16). This work is
set between refugee and integration policies, which means the relevant legislation in
addition to general immigration or alien acts, are refugee (mainly reception, slightly also
asylum) and integration laws. The purpose of integration legislation is to support
immigrants finding active roles in the Finnish society (Pehkonen, 2006, p. 17).
Immigration, refugee and integration legislation and their development is referred to
briefly when relevant. The relevant aspects of legislation are especially the relevant
ministries and actors behind the preparation and execution of it.

In conclusion, and adding the time spread, the chosen material fits into the criteria of:
documents coordinated by ministries, focusing on or significantly considering refugee
reception (as defined earlier), mapping development needs or problems, and proposing
changes or solutions (descriptive material is not analyzed).
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4.3 Operationalization of the Theoretical Background
The theoretical background of a GC process of decision-making, combined with
features from Kingdon’s frame, is operationalized in the following way. The goal is to
interpret and understand national level decision-making on refugee reception, by
differentiating and investigating the involved streams and their couplings; the garbage
cans. In Kingdon’s terms, the focus is more on the policy stream specialized in refugee
and immigration issues, ministry level activity before, during and after political
decision-making. The interest is, how the streams of participants, problems, solutions,
but also politics and “the big agenda”, flow and coincide with this policy stream.

The whole refugee reception activity, or organization if the term is used loosely, is
considered to be an organized anarchy. There are several goals and preferences, which
vary and even conflict from time to time or participant to another. The complete
processes, from refugee origins to years later life in Finnish municipalities, are not clear
to all participants. Participation is fluid, and especially in the beginning, for most
participants it is an extra activity, one sideline task among many, and both participation
and audiences of the decision-making fluctuate. Also the issue itself is fluid: its
boundaries are hard to draw exactly here or there and the boundaries within are
complex. The accuracy of this definition is evaluated in the end.

To answer the research questions, some other theoretical concepts need to be translated
to the features of this case. All reports, memos and programmes provided by the policy
stream actors suggesting changes are considered decision situations. The ones closely
analyzed represent them; they are a sample of the garbage cans, or couplings of the
streams, creating a unique combination at the time. The content is looked at more
closely, to see how the streams have acted and coupled. For each decision situation,
some general information is provided: what is the expressed reason for the work, and
what are the given tasks and goals. The context is considered, mainly in the general
development sections, but if relevant also later: what was happening in the society in
general, or in refugee issues in particular. Load is assessed: the amount and broadness of
tasks delegated to the group, or outside load from the context, such as pressures on the
reception system. Load is assessed to be light, moderate or heavy.
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Then the stream of participants is focused on, referring to the people involved in the
situation, but also the organizations they represent. This translation is used, because
most participating people are employees of different organizations, which might be
more relevant than their person. The reappearance of people is especially noted. The
process and effectivity is considered, usually in terms of required meetings and used
time; if a time frame was held. Effectivity from another angle is analyzed in the
concreteness and possible execution of the solutions offered, and combined in an
assessment of low, moderate or high effectivity. Because decision structure seemed less
relevant in the material, only access structure about organizational arrangements is
considered and assessed open, hierarchy or specialized.

Then the problem stream is considered. The specialized agenda of the decision situation
is shortly reviewed: is it wide, and which subjects “dominate the attention”. Then the
three core issues are considered: municipal resettlement, division of labour between
authorities and the connection to the political stream, or the “big agenda”. The questions
are, how these issues have been dealt with and whether they are important at the time;
what is their place in the problem stream. Also framing especially of the three issues,
but also generally, is considered. Especially here the two theoretical frameworks are
welded together: Kingdon’s political stream and its (possible, present or absent)
coupling with the policy stream is looked at as a feature of the problem stream, in the
terms of the GCM. The problem stream descriptions of both theories are flexibly
combined when useful, for example whether issues are considered conditions or
problems, according to Kingdon’s terms, can be assessed. Also the solutions stream is
considered: what kind of keys are offered. Solutions can be for example change or
development proposals, laws, programmes, new or utilized indicators, reorganizations
and so on. The solutions are presented with the problems and the streams are reflected
separately later. Then also the possible absence of solutions connected to problems, or
solutions without the presence of problems, are mapped. The quality of solutions is
analyzed and connected to effectivity: are the solutions concrete, measurable or detailed.
Analyzing the documents, not all elements are looked at dutifully in this order, or in the
exact same way. The structures of the analysis and reflective chapter are different, for a
comprehensive view, and a concluding table is placed in the beginning of the reflection.
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5 Case Analysis: Refugee Reception Decision-Making in Finland
The analysis is divided into four time periods, starting from the 1970s until 1990, then
1991 to 2000, thirdly from 2001 to 2010 and the last part considering time since 2011.
In the beginning of each period, general development in refugee reception is shortly
described, focusing on decision situations, from both policy and political streams:
legislation, government decisions and ministry level considerations (for a more broad,
story-like view see e.g. Leitzinger, 2010; Lepola et al., 2002). The situations left outside
closer analysis are mentioned as, even though there might also be shortcomings.
Thereafter the focus is on the example decision situations, or garbage cans, and within
them the relevant features. Acronyms and synonyms used are explained in Appendix 1.

5.1 Decision Situations from 1970s to 1989
5.1.1 General Development until 1989

The Chile refugee case remained isolated until 1978, when refugees gained public
attention, with people fleeing turmoil in Southeast Asia (Rinne, 1989, p. 1).
Internationally refugees were becoming a modern issue, not just a historical one, and
also Finland had to respond. In 1979, Finland agreed based on a UNHCR request, to
resettle 100 “boat refugees” from Vietnam, but again, reception was not prepared for
(Rinne, 1989, p. 50). In 1981, a family reunification programme was started with the
UNHCR, and by 1987, 116 refugees had entered Finland through it (Rinne, 1989, p.
55). The next big group of refugees was 40 disabled refugees and their family members
in 1983. A refugee center was set up in 1983 in Espoo, with expert staff and a wide
range of services (STM, 1984, p. 3). The Red Cross was, with full compensation from
the state, in charge of the reception actions (STM, 1984, p. 5).

During the 1970s and 1980s, the legislation on immigration or refugee issues was very
limited, and the issue was not deemed important politically (Laiho, 2008, p. 9-10). In
1976, a commission for alien affairs (Ulkomaalaistoimikunta) wrote a report on
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preparing the first Alien Act of Finland (as opposed to the earlier Decree), which was
proposed by the government in 1981, accepted in 1983 and entered into force in 1984
(Law 400/1983; HE 186/1981). In the beginning of the 1980s, there were growing
ambitions to regularize and stabilize refugee reception but on a small scale, reasoned
with well executed integration (Laiho, 2008, p. 13-14). Political interest was still
limited: the parliament mainly left the issue to the government, which concentrated on
delegating money and deciding the amount of refugees resettled, one group and decision
at a time (Laiho, 2008, p. 14-15; Rinne, 1989, p. 60, 62). Possible reasons for this were
the general unimportance of the issue, politicians being happy with the status quo, and
the influence of and caution towards the Soviet Union (Laiho, 2008, p. 14-15).

In the 1970s, a Refugee commission under the Ministry of Labour, was in charge of
refugee reception coordination: practical activities, principles and coordination,
including following the flexibility and efficiency of officials (PAT, 1979, p. 17). In
1981, the responsibility was handed to the Social Ministry and a Refugee advisory
board was established (Decree 136/1981). The Interior Ministry was still responsible for
asylum seekers and the Immigration advisory board continued under the Ministry of
Labour. By 1988, from its establishment in 1970, the Immigration advisory board had
produced 12 committee reports, most addressing return immigration issues, but later
also more general immigration and even refugee questions (SN, 1988). In 1984, the
Social Ministry set up an intraorganizational working group to prepare transferring
refugee care to the Social government, a central bureau under the ministry (STM, 1984).
A department for disabled care, with 6-10 people simultaneously working other issues,
was responsible for refugee reception (STM, 1984). Apparently the assumption was,
that reception of disabled refugees was to be continued, and expertise would also be
relevant in the future. Annual regular reception of “smallish” refugee groups was strived
for, and the same permanent refugee organization could be in charge of the reception
and integration (STM, 1984, p. 1). A central problem, slowing down and restricting
reception, was the difficulty of finding apartments (STM, 1984, p. 1). The reception
agreement with the Red cross had been terminated, to be negotiated again in a smaller
scale, because an agreement “of this extent” was “no longer considered appropriate”
(STM, 1984, p. 5). Also this indicates, that no expansion of was anticipated.
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In 1985, the Finnish government made a resolution on annual quota refugee reception,
100 people per year, a number the parliament reinforced (Laiho, 2008, p. 6). First
refugees arrived in 1986, and in 1987 the quota was increased to 200 people. In 1988
the quota grew to 300 and in 1989 to 500, mostly Southeast Asian refugees. Between
these years, the humanitarian approach gained importance again, and refugee reception
was on the agenda, although only quota refugees were considered (Rinne, 1989). In
1987, 49 people seeked asylum and 28 residence permits were granted (Suomen
kaupunkiliitto,1989, p. 10). Years 1987 and 1988 were important for refugee reception
development, and the actual start of municipal refugee reception. During these years,
refugees were mentioned in the government programme for the first time, and generally
politicians, parties and the public had more interest (Laiho, 2008, p. 18). Positive
attitudes and the will to increase and develop reception was probably caused by the
economic upturn (Laiho, 2008, p. 18-20). However, also negative attitudes and fears
were increasingly uttered (also as the Soviet Union lost importance, media freedom
increased): quota refugees were discussed in opinion columns (Rinne, 1989, p. 1). A
core concern was, that there would be too many refugees, while Finnish people also
confronted hardships, even though the amounts discussed were small (Rinne, 1989, p.
1). In 1989, Foreign Minister Kalevi Sorsa stated, that considering refugee issues,
Finland’s own history should be remembered and Finland had international
responsibilities, but also citizens supported refugee reception (Koiranen, 1989).

It was proposed that refugees could be accommodated also outside the Helsinki area.
The government made a decision, that the Social government and municipalities would
make reception agreements. Compensation for reception was to be based on the
municipal capacity class (on a scale of 1-10) and the age of the refugee (Decision,
600/1988). The decision included also other compensation for municipal service
production: education, livelihood and special services. Compensation was to be paid as
a part of central government transfers for a maximum of three years, education
compensation for a maximum of one year, and other compensations for a maximum of
10 years (Decision 600/1988). Refugee decisions and guidelines were made on
government and administrational level, but there were hopes of creating a law on
refugee reception (Laiho, 2008, p. 20).
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5.1.2 1979: Report by the Commission for Refugee Issues
General Information, Goals and Load

In 1979, the Foreign Ministry set up a Commission for Refugee Issues, to investigate
Finland’s stand on refugee issues, to clarify questions related to refugee reception and to
define norms and procedures for refugee status definition (PAT, 1979). Even though in
practice, refugee reception was still a responsibility of the Ministry of Labour and the
Refugee commission, the arrival of a new group sparked new action. The tasks were
quite wide and new groups of refugees were arriving, but due to the limited scale of
reception, the load is assessed to be moderate. The report allowed refugee reception to
start and continue, even though political decisions or laws were not made, and strategies
and practices were formed through practical activities (Laiho, 2008, p. 11).

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The chair of the group was from the Foreign Ministry (UM). The vice chair, two other
members and two secretaries were also from the UM, but the group had also
representation from the Ministry of Labour and the Interior Ministry. Also
representatives from labour market organizations were present (including later president
Tarja Halonen from SAK) and representation from organizations: Finn Church Aid
(Kirkon ulkomaanapu), the Finnish Red Cross and the Finnish Refugee Council
(Pakolaisapu, the UNHCR associate in Finland). There were three substitute members,
and one change of a secretary. The group heard ecperts from the ministries of Justice,
Social Affairs and Education, plus two UNHCR representatives. The 13 person group
was set 26 February, was supposed to be done 30 September, and after 13 meetings,
delivered the report 11 October; effectively on time in about seven months. No more
information on the organization of the group is given explicitly. (PAT, 1979, p. I-II).

Agenda and Structure

In the report, solidarity, preventing international tensions and responding to the requests
of the UN, are listed as reasons for refugee reception (PAT, 1979, p. 1). Finland had
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been chosen to the executing committee of the UNHCR in the fall 1979, considered a
responsibility and requiring more aid funds and activity in refugee politics. The report
stressed the will to follow and match the actions of other Nordic countries, especially in
aid levels. Some reception principles are listed: for example families and groups
“capable of independent action by size and structure” were preferred, even though
“clear humanitarian views” were to be considered as well, and “helping has to be based
on purely humanitarian views” (PAT, 1979, p. 5-6). Refugees were mainly considered an
economic development aid question (Rinne, 1989, p. 51). The report set first guidelines
for Finnish refugee politics, even though the result was moderate and based on the
practical action of the past few years (Rinne, 1989, p. 51). Judging by the outcomes, the
work is here assessed moderately efficient, with an open access structure, because
basically all refugee reception questions could be handled. However, the agenda is
eventually quite narrow, and many issues are considered to be decided upon elsewhere.

Problems and Solutions

The report recommended the state organizing refugee livelihood also in the future, until
refugees could be guided to permanent housing and employment, or education with
sufficient funding such as scholarships. After the initial phase, refugees should be
directed to use the same services as other residents in a municipality. If municipalities
have expenses, significantly different from regular social expenses because of the
refugees, a possibility to compensate them from state funds should be available, by
consideration (PAT, 1979, p. 21). The commission considered concrete reception and
resettlement issues to be the responsibility of the Ministry of Labour, which for example
allocated the funds (PAT, 1979, p. 17). The general guidelines and politics were to be
considered by the Immigration advisory board (PAT, 1979, p. 17). However, the report
recommended moving refugee responsibility to the Ministry of Social Affairs and
Health, because social care was essential in initial resettlement (PAT, 1979, p. 19). Also
guidance and information, tasks of the Ministry of the Interior and its Alien office
(Ulkomaalaistoimisto), were recommended to be transferred there.
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In general, the commission considered the status quo in reception structures to be quite
good and sufficient (PAT, 1979, p. 20). In the long run, refugee reception was to be
incorporated with the general structures considering immigrants, but this was not
elaborated. Cooperation with organizations working with refugees was considered
especially central, and for example the expertise, networks and actions of the Red Cross
were valued. The Red Cross was in charge of practical initial services, and because of
the preparedness, experience and necessary international connections, “as long as
establishing a wider permanent refugee organization is not necessary”, the organization
was recommended to continue helping the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health with
immediate action after refugee arrivals (PAT, 1979, p. 20).

Because the report could in practice have handled refugee questions more broadly, the
outcomes seem moderate. The background information and argumentation are narrow,
even though the change of a responsible ministry is proposed. Municipal refugee
resettlement compensation was not suggested per se, which could reflect the absence of
municipal representation. Also the considered development needs for legislation were
narrow (creating an appeal system) and most needs are considered to be handled in the
renewal of the Alien decree (PAT, 1979, p. 12-13). All in all, the report mapped general
guidelines more than solved problems or proposed solutions.

5.1.3 1980: Committee Report by the Refugee Commission

General Information, Goals and Load

The Chile refugee commission II was set by the Ministry of Labour in december 1973,
to deal with the reception of the first refugees (the first commission had worked only
very briefly under the Foreign Ministry). In 1979, the commission handled also the
reception of the next refugees, and the name was changed to the general Refugee
commission. This report was made by the commission, because refugee issues were
transferred to the Social Ministry in 1981 (PT, 1980). The load on the commission is
considered moderate: there were broad tasks, and participants involved in other
activities, but the refugee groups were small and few.
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Participants, Process and Effectivity

The commission had representation from the ministries of Labour, Foreign, Interior,
Finance, Education and the Social government, as well as the Red cross, which
organized first contact care for the refugees, and labor and employer unions (PT, 1980,
p. II). The commission delivered two reports on the actions performed, in 1975 and
1976, and this collection report before handing on their responsibilities in 1980 (PT,
1980, p. II). The participation in the group was committed, only three changes occurred
since 1973 (PT, 1980, p. II). Several experts were heard (PT, 1980, p. V). The
miscellany of the group seems to reflect the improvised nature and insecurities in
strategic coordination of refugee reception activities. On the other hand judging by the
problems solved, the broad participation meant that all relevant parties were present for
significant decision-making. The efficiency of the group is assessed high.

Agenda and Structure

The commission was very concretely involved with the refugee reception in the 70s, and
the report maps closely both the frameworks and the grass root actions of reception.
Besides the ministry change, the commission recommended keeping the stabilized
division of labour as it was, for example keeping the Red Cross responsible for initial
care, and the next responsible board to be based on the experiences of this one (PT,
1980, p. XII, 3). The commission was pleased with their work and the processes of
reception, which they had largely created. They had influenced, spotted and solved
problems and recommended changes, creating development. All together, about 300
refugees were resettled, even though many since moved away (PT, 1980, p. 2). Even
though the commission addressed only issues related to concrete refugee reception, their
agenda was wide, and the structure open access to all necessary questions.

Problems and Solutions

The group had to solve several different level issues quickly: the Ministry of Labour
was in charge of all extra issues, not clearly anyone else’s territory, such as the urgent
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needs for translators and apartments, which proved to be the most difficult problem (PT,
1980, p. 9). The preparation time was so limited, that improvisation and solving faced
problems was necessary (PT, 1980, p. 1). An example of their work, was that Finnish
legislation restricted the basic rights of foreigners, and a parallel system for the refugees
had to be established (PT, 1980, p. XII). The commission also managed to diminish
discriminatory legislation for example in labour issues, through initiatives (PT, 1980, p.
XII). Concerning housing, centralized living was opted for to organize services such as
education, even though work would have been available for the refugees in other parts
of the country. Resettlement after the initial phase was coordinated considering
apartments and work. The first option was not to place refugees to municipalities, but it
was arranged because no apartments could be found on the markets. Municipal rental
apartments had to be used, in addition to the apartments from the foundations for
student housing (PT, 1980, p. 10). The municipalities were sent requests and refugees
could eventually move from the center to apartments. Municipal reception was therefore
rather the only available solution then the best considered alternative. In general, the
system of this committed group seemed to work well for small scale reception, but was
hard to evolve to larger numbers. For example the moderate national budget funds
aimed at refugee reception went through the Ministry of Labour and the commission, a
process which could not bear much larger reception numbers.

5.1.4 1987: Refugee Center Administration Working Group Memo

General Information, Goals and Load

In May 1986, the Social Ministry set up a working group to investigate the refugee
center administration and possibilities for decentralizing refugee care, and to propose
budget and legislative changes (STM, 1987, p. II). Refugee care was considered
stabilized, while refugee numbers had slightly increased, and new administration was to
be examined (STM, 1987, p. II). The load on the group is considered light, because of
the narrow focus, no other tasks attached to the group, and limited amount of refugee
reception at the time. For the same reasons, the access structure is considered
specialized.
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Participants, Process and Effectivity

The chairperson was Antti Seppälä from the Social Ministry (later the Ombudsman for
Foreigners) and members representation from the ministries of Social Affairs, Finance,
Labour and Education, and the Social government. Some members had been involved in
the reception activities, based on the documents analyzed earlier. The group was
supposed to be ready in budget issues in June 1986 and completely by the end of the
year, but the work was extended until February 1987 (STM, 1987, p. II). The memo
states, that the proposed alternative emerged late and details were not finalized, more
preparation was needed. The work is deemed low in efficiency.

Agenda, Problems and Solutions

The memo proposes, that no separate institution, a refugee center, should be established,
and refugee issues should be handled with the existing organization (STM, 1987, p. III).
However, the proposal also includes a proposition for a separate center, because it was
finalized before the new alternative was considered. The solution offered instead is
municipal reception: municipalities providing refugee care “immediately after a short
reception period”, because they provide most social and health service also in general
(STM, 1987, p. 2). The state would compensate extra costs per refugee and agreements
with municipalities would be made by the Social government. The principle is, that
refugee services should be provided as a part of regular services and legislation as far as
possible. Even though this had been highlighted, the reality was different, and for
example special arrangements in housing had been wide and long-term. There was even
“development responsibility omission in other administrative fields” (STM, 1987, p. 1).
Another argument is, that refugees “will gradually resettle around the country” and no
institution should delay resettlement outside Helsinki (STM, 1987, p. 2). Both asylum
seekers and quota refugees are mentioned. The argumentation includes, that municipal
reception is a policy in other Nordic countries, especially Sweden. The system would be
more flexible and simple, more fitting to the principles, support integration, probably
prove more economic and at least clarify cost division between the state and
municipalities (STM, 1987, p. 4). No new legislation would be needed.
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Even with the explanations and support provided to this alternative, it seems that the
solution “just happened” to meet the work of the group. The purpose of the group was
to examine alternatives, but the description they themselves provided, suggests that the
process was not classic alternative consideration and decision-making by resolution. As
the memo states, the proposal is not straight-forward, even internally conflicting at
times and clearly needs more consideration; finalized decisions resolving problems were
not completed. However, the proposal is different from earlier ones and suggests
changes to the administration around refugee reception; the group did not end up simply
supporting the status quo. On the other hand, the proposal seems to raise more and new
questions and problems than there originally were on the table.

5.1.5 1988: Committee Report by the Immigration Advisory Board
General Information, Goals and Load
In 1988, the Immigration advisory board, under the Ministry of Labour, published a
committee report on Finnish immigration and foreign policies (SN, 1988). The abstract
states, that the report does not cover refugee issues, but as the report focuses on
immigration administration as well as legislation and development needs, it is analyzed
in this work (SN, 1988). As the report states, the purpose of the advisory board was to
investigate problems and suggest solutions in immigration issues (SN, 1988, p. 1-2).
The report has almost 200 pages, and the focus on policies is wide, but there was no
significant other load on the group, and the load is considered moderate. The board had
access to various issues and the structure is deemed open.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The board chair was the minister of labour issues, which is quite uncommon in the
researched working groups. Many members were earlier or later also working with
immigration issues (based on this analysis). For example, Risto Veijalainen and
Mielikki Tenhunen, from the Interior Ministry, and Tapani Tuomiharju, from the
Ministry of Labour, participated also in the later analyzed 1997 work. Tuomiharju had
also been the secretary of the Chile refugee commission II. Immigration in general (in
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administration, politics or public) did not attract much interest, but apparently offered
possibilities for career specialization; the same people were sent to, or themselves
initiated participation (not clear without interviews) in immigration issues. The advisory
board was permanent in nature, and included in total about 30 people, with some
changes during the process. The participants represented ministries (Foreign, Interior,
Labour, Education and Social) and organizations such as labour market organizations,
the church, Swedish speaking Finns and municipal representation, but for example the
Red Cross or the Refugee council were not included (SN, 1988). In 1986, a division of
the board started an investigation on immigration policy development needs. The work
was supposed to be ready in May 1987, but eventually was done in November 1988,
with 51 meetings in between. The division had about ten members and secretaries and
heard experts, all from different organizations. The work of the group is assessed
moderate in efficiency, the proposal content substituting for time efficiency.

Agenda, Problems and Solutions

A central question in the report is the lack of political involvement: the parliament had
not discussed guidelines for immigration policies, unlike in other Nordic countries (SN,
1988, p. 17). The board proposes, that the government should give a report on the
entirety of immigration policies to the parliament, and principles and goals should be
reinforced by a government resolution (SN, 1988, p. 17). Many issues of the report
show, that the guidelines and frames of immigration policies and administration were
undeveloped. The propositions include for example granting permanent residence
permits and changing discriminatory legislation to ensure basic rights of foreigners,
based on UN agreements (SN, 1988, p. 20). The propositions included, which ministry
would be responsible for further development and execution, which adds to the
concreteness of the proposals. The range of proposals was wide: from general principles
to specific issues, such as translation services and immigrant registration.

The report included two alternatives for administration organization: with or without
changes in labour division between authorities (SN, 1988, p. 29-30). The first suggested
development under each ministry separately with improved cooperation, argued with
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possible extra costs of centralization and the low number of foreigners. If more
immigrants were to arrive, sufficient resources should be allocated to all authorities. The
second alternative was to give the overall coordinating responsibility back to the
Ministry of Labour (the board itself was working under it). One argument was, that the
ministry already had working local and regional administration. The proposition
included an Ombudsman for foreigners, working under the Social Ministry. This
position was established in 1991 and has later been called the Minority and the
Non-Discrimination Ombudsman (vähemmistövaltuutettu, yhdenvertaisuusvaltuutettu),
today under the Ministry of Justice. In the proposition, a board under the Ministry of the
Interior would handle exile issues and the Ministry of Justice citizenship issues.

5.2 Decision Situations from 1990 to 1999
5.2.1 General Development during the 1990s
During the 1990s, Finland opened up after the downfall of the Soviet Union, which
influenced also refugee policies. In 1990, asylum seeker numbers increased
significantly, from less than 200 to over 2700 (STM, 1992, p. 3; Laiho, 2008).
Economic downturn, general political instability and increased numbers of asylum
seekers in all of Western Europe, generated stricter refugee policies and more negative
attitudes towards immigrants (Laiho, 2008, 22-23; Kantola et. al, 1999, 307-309). In
Finland, refugee numbers were small compared to other Nordic countries, and policies
limited the permanent resettlement needs even further. Finland for example assessed
some East European countries safe, while the UNHCR categorized them unsafe and
recommended accepting refugees from them (Wahlbeck, 1992, p. 5-6). In 1995, Finland
joined the EU, which affected immigration policy considerations, for example the
possibility of a common EU refugee policy was prepared for (Laiho, 2008, p. 31). The
same year, the Directorate for immigration was established under the Ministry of the
Interior (HE 219/1994). For several years, the refugee quota was not focused on,
because of the asylum seekers, but in 1992, 1993, 1995 and 1996, extra quotas were
created, for Somali and Yugoslavians refugees (Laiho, 2008). In 1998 the quota was
increased from 500 to 600 and in 1999 to 650 and in 2000 to 700 (Laiho, 2008).
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There was a lot of interest in refugee and immigration issues. Significantly more refugee
related studies were made (see e.g. Liebkind 1990; Wahlbeck, 1992 Kyrönseppä et. al,
1993; Purokoski 1994; Jaakkola, 1995). Also several events and publications by
different actors emerged, also concerning municipal resettlement (see e.g. Suomen
kaupunkiliitto et al., 1989; Ammattikasvatushallitus, 1990; Ammattikasvatushallitus,
1990; Kokkarinen, 1993). Also regional and local organizations published manuals on
refugee reception (Jaakkola, 1995; Keskinen, 1996; Salo et al., 1993). Immigration
issues in general were getting significantly more interest, and municipal resettlement
was very much on the specialized agenda of immigration and refugee issues.

The Social ministry’s Refugee advisory board and the Labour ministry’s Immigration
advisory board were combined in 1992, and the new board worked under the Ministry
of Labour (Decree 1391/1991; HS, 6.12.1991). In 1998, the name was changed to the
Advisory board for ethnic relations (Decree 267/1998). Before the unification, the
Immigration advisory board published its 14th report, and organized a seminar (SN,
1990; Mattila, 1991). The Refugee advisory board, which in the end of the 80s had
provided information publications on refugee policies and municipal resettlement, also
organized a seminar in 1991 (PN, 1988; PN, 1989; Tuomarla, 1991). A year before, they
held a refugee policy seminar for MPs (Tuomarla, 1990), which suggests more political
interest and access to the big agenda were called for; this could also be called “softening
up” (Kingdon, 1984, p. 136). The advisory group had significance, but it was
diminished by the increased political interest and guidance (for more information on the
advisory board, see e.g. Lepola & Suurpää, 2003; Komulainen, 2013). In 1994, the
combined board published a statement on refugee and immigration policy principles,
framed strongly with international situations, to guide the development (PSN, 1994).

The Alien act from 1984 was renewed in 1991, and asylum seeker reception legislation
was created (Law 1465/1991 ). However, legislation and even the new Alien act were
quickly deemed insufficient, and further legislation was prepared throughout the 90s, to
simplify refugee administration (Laiho, 2008, 26-27). For years, the responsibility for
refugee policy development had been on officials working with refugees in practice.
During the 90s, there was both judicial need and a will to make more political decisions
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(Laiho, 2008, p. 26). In 1997, the resolution on the first government immigration and
refugee programme, and rules of procedure, transferred refugee issues were back to the
Ministry of Labour, to follow a “two-pillar model”, aimed to simplify the administration
(HE 143/1998). In 1998, the government stated, that Finland had not had an “officially
defined alien policy”, the practices were formed through legislation, ministerial
guidelines and official decisions, without clear long term political statements (HE
50/1998, 2.). The proposal was, that the government would set general goals and create
guidelines for cross-administrational cooperation, in government plenary sessions (HE
50/1998, 2.). Apparently there were “windows of opportunity” for refugee and
immigration issues, prepared for in the beginning and realized in the end of the 1990.
Even though in 1992, legislation was proposed, only a government decision was made
(Decision 1607/1992). In 1999, finally a law on immigrant integration and asylum
seeker reception was enacted (Law 493/1999).

Statistics for municipal resettlement are available from 1991, when there were no
determined goals, but 48 municipalities resettled 1366 refugees (SM, 2011). Since then,
during the 90s, the goal for resettlement varied from 3000 in 1993 (because of the
Yugoslavian and Somalian situations) and 2000 in 1998 (SM, 2011). In 1993, 107
municipalities resettled refugees, but after that, the goals were only filled up to a
maximum of 56 per cent, with only 46 municipalities resettling in 1999 (SM, 2011). In
1991, the compensation for quota and asylum seeker refugee reception was equalized,
making it easier for municipalities to resettle also people from reception centres, even
though this quick reception remained problematic (STM, 1992, p. 19).

5.2.2 1992: Draft for a Law on the Reception of Refugees and Asylum Seekers
General Information, Goals and Load
In 1991, a working group was established by the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
(STM) with a goal to prepare legislation on refugee social security and organizing and
compensating reception (STM, 1992, p. I). The responsibility for refugee issues had
been given back to the ministry from the Social government in 1990 and 1992, and a
refugee office was established (STM, 1992, p. 18, 30). The group was guided to take the
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current system, regulated by government decisions, as a starting point, and to address at
least the same issues (STM, 1992, p. II). Proposing a law sets certain limits to dealing
with the issue, as does the need to take current practices as a baseline; therefore the goal
is simultaneously wide, to address the whole issue of refugee reception, but within an
originally narrow frame. With rising refugee numbers and the scope of issues the group
eventually had to deal with, the load is assessed heavy.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The chair of the group was Mervi Virtanen, a senior secretary for STM at the time
(STM, 1992, p. II). In 1994, she was a member of the Advisory board for refugee and
immigration issues, and in 1997, a member of the commission of immigration and
refugee politics (PSN, 1994; SM, 1997, p. 13). Members of the group included Tarja
Summa from STM and Mielikki Tenhunen from SM, who both had been members of
the Immigration advisory board (STM, 1992, p. II). Tenhunen and representatives of
municipalities and cities, Antero Jaakkola and Taisto Ahvenainen, were also members
of the Refugee and immigration advisory board in 1994 (TEM, 1994, appendix 1).
There was also representation from the Social and health government, and experts heard
were from the Ministry of Justice, the ombudsman for foreigners (Antti Seppälä, later
also involved in 1994 and 1997), the data protection ombudsman, the Population
register centre, the Refugee advice centre, and Auli Valle from the Red Cross, who was
later also a member of the refugee and Immigration advisory board (STM, 1992, p. II;
TEM, 1994, appendix 1). The representatives from STM, SM and municipalities formed
the core of the group, with ombudsman experts, two practical expert organizations and
two other ministries, as well as representatives of reception centres and state provincial
offices, as consultants (STM, 1992, p. II).

The group was therefore quite concise: only a couple of actors represented in the core
and a few as experts from other angles. The group had expertise, with a lot of members,
who were also otherwise engaged with the issue. Interpreting that the structure of the
group reflected the ranking of issues by importance, the view (and/or expertise) of the
municipalities was considered more important than employment and integration through
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it, or judicial and rights angle (the advice centre, OM) or the practical initial reception
executors (the Red cross and the centres). However, these views were considered, while
some others, which were involved earlier or later in some other groups, were excluded:
the police, the church, political parties or refugee representation for example. The memo
was published in February 1992, even though the original deadline was in June 1991
(STM, 1992, p. II). The explanation for the delay was that various special issues had
emerged (STM, 1992, p. II). The efficiency is assessed low: despite expertise, several
issues were surprising, the work had to be continued later. In terms of content, no
significant alternative considerations or change proposals were made, even though a law
proposal was produced.

Agenda and Structure

Refugee reception according to the proposal included housing, social security and
necessary services. The framing and agenda of the work was current practice, but
several unconsidered problems jumped on the agenda during the work. Therefore the
work is both general and at times specific. The framing of the work starts with
mentioning international agreements and refugee numbers, and stating that Finland
resettles internationally few refugees, but also the “resources for reception are limited”
(STM, 1992, p. 4). Again, other Nordic countries were also used in the framing; the
desire to match (but probably not override) them was evident (STM, 1992, p. 23). The
proposal does not take a stance in increasing refugee reception, the aim was to “preserve
the people within the reception system”, even though municipalities in practice have to
“develop and broaden their reception capability” (STM, 1992, p. 4-5). International
responsibility and the need to embrace the inevitable and desirable internationalization
(STM, 1992, p. 5). The agenda was eventually wide, and the access structure open: the
work could at least mention, and when resources allowed, address even new issues.

Problems and Solutions

The memo proposed a law, but the actions in reception, services, administration and
execution would stay the same: the state responsible for asylum seekers with the Red
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cross and compensating costs for municipal reception, STM responsible for general
guidance, with state provincial offices (Lääninhallitus) under it (STM, 1992, p. 1). No
new solutions were therefore offered in general. The reception would remain voluntary
and agreement based for municipalities (STM, 1992, p. III). The law and agreement
system is offered as a solution to the balancing between refugee freedom of movement
and municipal desires to control refugee arrival, additionally offering possibilities for
ethnic communities (however it was not discussed if this was what refugees themselves
wanted, or that they would not find a community otherwise) (STM, 1992, p. 9). The
offered solutions for sufficient municipal resettlement places were compensating the
actual costs of reception, though through calculatory per refugee compensation, and
affecting attitudes through education and information (STM, 1992, p. III, 12). New or
innovative solutions were not offered here either. The solution of legislating the same
practices as before, does not in fact address the original problem of free movement
(later encouraged by the state because other means were not sufficient), undesirable for
municipalities. In the 70s, the municipal agreements were especially needed for
housing, but now also securing other services and sufficient compensation for
municipalities, for the expected increased service needs for refugees, were central
(STM, 1992, p. 9, 45). The calculatory compensation per refugee, was also in fact not
directly addressed to the problem of compensating the actual costs; rather it was a
solution available and suitable for municipalities, even though still insufficient in
securing enough resettlement. The full compensation for income support and social and
health costs for long-term illnesses were more on point (STM, 1992, p. 23).

Division of labour and cooperation were again central, even though changes were not
made (STM, 1992, p. 5). Administrational practices and cooperation needed
improvement, concerning several specific issues, such as interpretation, schooling and
legal aid (STM, 1992, p. IV). It is stated, that the practices were still forming, and the
propositions had not been all tested in practice, therefore the statement givers were
asked to pay attention to organization, division of labour and compensation issues
(STM, 1992, p. V).
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The memo itself answered to the needs for political authoritative decision. Earlier on the
lack of legislation allowed flexibility, testing and development, but now stabilization
created needs for political guidance (STM, 1992, p. 7). However, the work encountered
also new issues needing political intervention and legislation: family reunification,
under-aged refugees and registration (STM, 1992, p. 4-5). The general need for alien,
refugee and political programmes was stressed (STM, 1992, p. 2).

5.2.3 1997: Committee Report by the Commission for Immigration Politics
General Information, Goals and Load

In October 1995, a commission was set up, by the Ministry of the Interior, to create a
programme of alien and refugee politics for the government (SM, 1997). Even though
the specific goal was to create a draft of a government programme, the content was
extremely broad, containing all immigration and refugee related policies. Because there
were also serious pressures to enact new legislation and government guidelines, the load
on the work is considered heavy. The report has three dissenting opinions, given by
representatives from the Interior, Education and Finance ministries.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The group was a vast one, including 18 people from different organizations, plus
secretaries (SM, 1997, p. 13). For the first time, political parties were widely
represented in addition to the ministries and organizations, such as the Red Cross. On
the other hand, labour and employee unions were less centrally represented than earlier.
The committee discussed with more than 50 experts, such as representatives from
immigrant organizations (though mainly Ingrian organizations for a separate report on
the Ingrian Finn issue), and different authorities like Kela (SM, 1997, p. 15). The group
had 25 meetings and was divided into three divisions, which also had meetings and
expert hearings, expanding the work even more. Only a few experts had been involved
in the work of previously analyzed documents. There was also some specialization in
divisions, and even though a large amount of experts participated, the core group
remained limited. By the end of 1996, the almost 400-page report with a suggestion for
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a government program and a law proposal for asylum seeker reception and immigrant
integration was made. The participation of parties, and the vastness of the group and the
work insinuate that immigration and refugee issues were becoming a more central
political issue. The work of the group is considered moderately effective, because the
proposals were given within a considerably tight timeline, but some problematic areas
were only discussed without connection to any significant solutions.

Agenda, Framing and Structure

The report covers issues from international actions and frameworks, the current national
situation, principles and goals, through visa politics, asylum and citizenship questions,
to integration, municipal reception and administrational development (SM, 1997). The
access structure of the work is deemed open, and the agenda extremely wide. In general,
the proposition for a programme has a humanitarian and human rights based approach,
which was evident in for example the criticism for too narrow interpretation of the
refugee convention and the asylum criteria.

One of the dissenting opinions, by Risto Veijalainen from the Ministry of the Interior,
states: “In the commission work, a social view is strongly highlighted, which may stem
mainly from the backgrounds of members named by different organizations. This has
caused imbalance in the report and the government programme draft.” (free translation,
SM, 1997, p. 297). Veijalainen also states, that only the field of his ministry is critically
looked at. Especially interesting for this work is that Veijalainen claims, that the in the
proposals “often the actual issue is hidden in what is not said” due to “cautious choices
of wordforms” (SM, 1997, p. 298). In the light of all three dissenting opinions it is quite
clear, that the division of labour and responsibility, as well as cooperation and
coordination, between ministries, both in the issue as well as in the decision-making
about it, were critically problematic. Veijalainen criticizes many aspects of the report,
such as neglecting the “ordinary reality” of alien issue administration and “illegal
immigration”, labelling policy “inhumane” or “tight” (SM, 1997, p. 297-298). He
claims, that refugee integration “is still believed to happen as if by itself”, when the
state “gives money to municipalities” and then “turns its back on them” (SM, 1997, p.
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298). Veijalainen highlights the problems of immigrant marginalization, integration
difficulties and unemployment, simultaneously calling for securing funds for the
Directorate of immigration, remembering safety issues and including the police in quota
refugee selections (which the Social Ministry has “strongly opposed”) (SM, 1997, p
298-299). In conclusion, Veijalainen highlights the problems in the fields of other
ministries and defends his, as do the other dissenting opinions. Pekka Lampinen from
the Ministry of Education, compliments the report, but opposes focusing racism
prevention to the Ministry of Labour (SM, 1997, p. 296). Raija Koskinen from the
Ministry of Finance in her dissenting opinion opposes to increases in state expenses, and
therefore protests for example increasing the refugee quota (SM, 1997, p. 297). She also
thinks, a ministerial committee is unnecessary. The interests and preferences of
ministries are naturally different, but they make solving problems difficult. In this
report, resolutions are made despite this, and the conflicts are present in the dissenting
opinions rather than compromises in the proposals.

Problems and Solutions

The report manages to include most views and related issues, such as development
cooperation, international crime prevention and human rights views. The vastness of the
group probably helped including multiple angles. Even though the coverage was so vast,
some clear proposals were made. They include increasing the refugee quota to 1000,
increasing legal protection, such as appeal opportunities and giving the task to the
administrative court. On the other hand, good governance, transparency, efficiency and
flexible cooperation between actors are also called for, but practical ways to achieve or
measure them are rare. Here the focus is turned to the three central issues of this study.

One of the most significant propositions is that of a law on reception and integration. It
was stated, that in general this type of questions were included in legislation, but at the
moment the regulation was only governmental (SM, 1997, p. 188). The report calls for
more political guidance (SM, 1997, p. 245-246). Administratively, the board proposes,
that an immigration and refugee ministerial committee is established, with a supporting
official working group, and supporting and clarifying the proposed new dual division of
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labour between the ministries: permits and supervision in the Ministry of the Interior,
and reception and integration in the Ministry of Labour. The ministerial committee of
5-7 ministers would answer to the “lack of politics and insufficient coordination” and
offer for example general guidelines (SM, 1997, p. 247).

Questions of labour division and responsibility are central. In the 1997 state budget,
after it first had been denied by the parliament in 1996, refugee issues were transferred
back to the Ministry of Labour (SM, 1997, p. 250, 252). The ministry would establish a
new department combining the returning refugee issues and the present immigrant
issues (SM, 1997, p. 256). The advisory board would also continue its work (SM, 1997,
p. 251). After the change of responsible ministries, regional centers for labour and
economic development (TE-keskus), would take on the responsibilities for municipal
resettlement agreements (SM, 1997, p. 250). The development of immigration
administration had been labelled scattered in many national level groups, but according
to the report, scattered meant different things, which had lead to different solution
proposals (SM, 1997, p. 251). The report is somewhat critical towards the proposed
benefits of centralization, and calls for more investigation on its affects and the overlaps
of the current administration (SM, 1997, p. 251-252). The report lists, that there had
been problems in interministerial cooperation, because the division of labour had been
somewhat overlapping in the guidelines. Cooperation in general suffered from lack of
norms and flexibility, even though it was in practice mainly considered “decent” (SM,
1997, p. 252). Coordination had caused extra work, sometimes the big picture was lost
and even technical differences had complicated the cooperation. It was suggested, that
comprehensive politics might aid finding also an administrational solution, but the
report ends up stating there is probably “no single and best solution” for the
administrational questions (SM, 1997, p. 254). Nevertheless, collecting all immigrant
and refugee issues under the Ministry of Labour was supposed to clarify the
administration and decrease disunity (SM, 1997, p. 256).

The report states, that municipal reception had remained administratively practically the
same since the beginning in 1987. At the time 128 municipalities of 455 had at some
point had an agreement on resettling refugees (SM, 1997, p. 250). Cities and
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municipalities had also started immigrant projects and the biggest ones had a separate
unit for alien issues. According to the report, decentralization had however decreased
the possibilities for a sense of community among immigrants. It also stated, that
the1990s depression made integration more difficult: many refugees lost their jobs and
new arrivals were left outside the labour force. This was a significant new challenge to
the reception system. (SM, 1997, p. 184, 188).

There had been assessments, that without decentralization efforts, the largest cities and
their services would carry an unreasonable load. On the other hand, research showed
that ethnic communities support integration, and that immigrants eventually tend to
move to the biggest cities (SM, 1997, p. 197). Despite criticism, the commission
recommended continuing the municipal reception as it was, stating that “[i]t is
important, that refugees can be resettled around the country, in principle to all
municipalities” (SM, 1997, p. 197). According to the report, with the current refugee
numbers “or even triple”, the amount of municipalities with agreements would be
sufficient (SM, 1997, p. 257). Looking at the resettlement goals and numbers (SM,
2011), this estimation however seems unrealistic, and more consideration on the
municipal resettlement system would have been called for, but probably drowned in the
broadness of the work.

Concentration of immigrants to certain rental apartment areas is considered a potential
problem: even though providing services might become easier and immigrants
themselves prefer living close to others from their ethnic group, both socially and
ethnically heterogenic communities should be preserved (SM, 1997, p. 198). The report
does not provide clear and practical solutions to solving or even measuring this balance.
Because of the help of the Environmental Ministry, the lack of rental apartments was no
longer considered the most difficult problem in resettlement. Instead, the focus was on
the lack of work. The report continues, that the compensation system had motivated
municipal reception, compensation was equal to the real costs, and the system should be
continued as it is, only changing from graduated to equal annual amounts (SM, 1997, p.
239, 241).
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5.3 Decision Situations from 2000 to 2010
5.3.1 General Development from 2000 to 2010
During the 2000s, the political guidance was getting stronger. Alien legislation had been
changed often since 1991, making it difficult to understand (Laiho, 2008, p. 56). The
focus was on creating a new, coherent legislation (Laiho, 2008, p. 56). Political attention
in general was focused on asylum seekers and possible problems caused by them
(Laiho, 2008, p. 62). Simultaneously, the ministries of Labour and the Interior had
disputes over the division of labour, especially in handling the refugee quota, and
overflowing into media and public discussions (Laiho, 2008, p. 1, 67-72).

In 2001, the refugee quota was increased to 750 refugees per year, the same number it
still is in 2017. In 2006, a new government programme on immigration policy was made
(Laiho, 2008, p. 65). The programme stated, that the government handles immigration
issues regularly in a ministerial group and gives the parliament a report once in the
electoral term (TEM, 2005, p. 2-3). The programme had quite a general approach and
no significant changes were proposed. Proposals included for example developing
national goals and economic frames for integration, increasing flexibility in refugee
quota practices and developing municipal resettlement by increasing for example
information and regional cooperation (TEM, 2005, p. 20, 28, 36). The same year, the
dispute over the refugee quota action appeared, due to political passivity around quota
refugee issues and the labour division questions (Laiho, 2008, p. 73). The ministries had
been left to handle these issues on their own, but differences in views and cultures
created serious difficulties in the cooperation (Laiho, 2008, p. 73). In 2007, after the
publicity, the quota activities and cooperation were significantly developed, and even
parties started to address the issue in election programmes (Laiho, 2008, p. 74). In 2008,
refugee reception was transferred from the Ministry of Labour to the Interior (Norrback,
2008, p. 9). After the 2007 parliamentary elections, the first Minister of Migration and
European Affairs, working in the Interior Ministry, was chosen, and Astrid Thors had
the post until 2010 (after which the post did not exist anymore). Even though the
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beginning of the 2000s did not offer much changes or turbulence in refugee issues, the
end of the decade put the issue on the big agenda.
Municipal resettlement remained problematic. Goals for reception were considerably
lower than in the 90s, ranging from 1400 in 2003 and 2007 to 2200 in 2010 (SM, 2011).
The percentage of actualized resettlement was significantly higher, from 76 to 145 per
cent (SM, 2011), but this achievement was more due to the small goals than actual
improvement. The number of resettling municipalities remained on average at 54, and
none of the years matched up to the 1993 resettlement number of 3689, only 2010 to
3207 (SM, 2011). In 2004, Local Finland made its own guidelines for immigration
policies, and demanded investigation and decisions on new expense division between
state and municipalities, and developing and clarifying authority and ministry level
division of labour; proving that problems were still present (Kuntaliitto, 2004).

In the 2007 elections, immigration issues got some attention, and during the election
period, the attention grew, as explained earlier. Judging by the amount of material
published in 2010, many actors were expecting a policy window opening up at the next
elections, in spring 2011. In addition to the material mentioned above and analyzed
below, the Interior Ministry published a new model for integration in 2009, and a report
on municipal integration plans in 2010, and a future review 2020 on internal security
and immigration (SM, 2009; SM, 2010b; SM, 2010c). Local Finland published a report
on municipalities executing international migration policy (Horttanainen &
Wikman-Immonen, 2010). In 2010, new legislation on integration was enacted.
Compensation for municipalities had been increased by 10 per cent, for the first time
since 1993, and the government did not propose extra funds, which the Administration
committee of the parliament disagreed with (HE 185/2010; HaVM 26/2010 vp;
Kotoutumislaki 1386/2010).

5.3.2 2006: Strategy for Developing Immigration Administration
General Information, Goals and Load

In the 2005 proposal for a new government immigration policy programme, the labour
division questions were left out, because the solution “belongs to the government” (SM,
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2006, p. 4). The same year, to tackle these questions, and because the issue had also
risen to public discussion, the Ministry of Interior set up a working group to make a
“comprehensive and active strategy to develop immigration administration and
foreigner legislation” in the administrational field of the ministry (SM, 2006, p. 4). The
part covering development of the alien legislation, is excluded from this analysis. The
load on the group is considered light, because there were no outside pressures, even in
terms of guidelines; the initiative came from the ministry itself, without a deadline.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The group had representation from the ministry and its administrational field and
cooperating authorities: the police, border control and directorate of immigration (SM,
2006, p. 5). They met 20 times and organized a discussion with other representatives
from the actors working under the Interior Ministry (SM, 2006, p. 5). The work is
considered moderately effective, even without a deadline, concrete proposals were
made. This effectivity probably relied on the consistency of the group. However, the
work did not result in any significant changes.

Problems and Solutions

The strategy states, that the main problem of immigration policy preparation is the task
division between the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Labour (SM, 2006, p.
20). According to the 2003 government ordinance, alien politics and administration,
including granting international protection, belonged to the Ministry of the Interior and
immigration, refugees and return migration, more precisely reception and integration,
belonged to the Ministry of Labour (SM, 2006, p. 16). The “incoherence of executive
and responsibility relations” had lead to politics based on “individual cases” rather than
“orderliness and comprehensiveness” (SM, 2006, p. 4). The central proposals of the
working group was, that “immigration issue expertize” should be collected under the
Interior Ministry: main responsibility for preparation of immigration policies,
organization of asylum seeker reception, responsibility for detention and selecting quota
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refugees. Realizing the proposals would require changing this ordinance and some
legislation, including the alien and integration laws (SM, 2006, p. 17).

Centralizing the legislation preparation to one ministry is argued with coherence and
predictability, and that it is internationally common. The ministry already coordinated
EU policies with national ones, and cooperation with other ministries, authorities and
NGOs was stressed (SM, 2006, p. 20). According to the strategy, the current disunity
and vagueness in labour division caused expenses, delays, information and security
problems (SM, 2006, p. 21). The strategy also lists, that centralization to the Interior
Ministry was proposed often. The claimed benefits of centralization were budgetary,
such as flexibility and clarity; money currently used on reception could also be
reallocated to speed up the asylum process (SM, 2006, p. 28).

A central suggestion is, that integration should be detached clearly from asylum seeker
reception: integration should be started only after a residence permit is given (SM,
1006, p. 25). Integration efforts are considered to give false hopes of being able to stay
in the country after the asylum process. The strategy proposes reassessing also the
division of labour in the “cross-administrative” action of integration, to for example
increase the responsibility of the provincial governments, as a parliament committee had
proposed (SM, 2006, p. 32). The refugee quota should be transferred from the Ministry
of Labour, because assessing the need for resettlement in Finland is the main question
and considered by the Ministry of the Interior (SM, 2006, p. 29). However, assessing the
preparedness in Finland would still be handled by the Ministry of Labour, with
municipalities taking more responsibility (SM, 2006, p. 30). Municipal resettlement is
not discussed in the strategy, which might be due to the lack of municipal, or other
ministry representation, or that municipal resettlement was considered a part of
integration, rather than a separate activity or a part of initial reception. Also the
government programme had addressed the issue (TEM, 2005).

5.3.3 2008: Immigration Administration Development
General Information, Goals and Load
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In November 2007, the Interior Ministry set up a project to develop immigration
administration and especially the work of the Immigration Service, to which the
directorate of immigration was changed (Norrback, 2008). The goal was to ”create
prerequisites for an active, coherent and consistent immigration policy”, focusing on the
service, quality and structural development of the bureau of Finnish Immigration
Service, working under the Interior Ministry (Norrback, 2008, p. 1). There were over
ten more detailed and rather wide tasks for the project to investigate and propose,
including for example involvement in the general development of central and regional
administration, complaint processes and cooperation with municipalities (Norrback,
2008, p. 3-4). The load on the project is considered moderate, because no other
pressures were at hand, and guidelines were given. The access structure is assessed
hierarchical, because the tasks were framed from higher up in the hierarchy, and because
the investigator, or the leader of the group was clearly named and responsible.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The report was made by Ole Norrback and a group of experts from for example the
police, border control, regional administration and organization representatives, as well
as four people from the immigration department of the ministry, plus help from a
consulting firm (Norrback, 2008, p. 4). Only other ministry with a representative was
the Foreign Ministry. Later also municipal representation and labour market
organizations were included. The work is considered highly effective, not based on
timing, but on the proposals made about the tasks.

Agenda and Framing

Concretely, the development guidelines of the report meant actions to “reinforce the
status of the Interior Ministry as a ministry of immigration and integration”, build up the
Immigration Service as a central bureau for all immigration issues, including
integration, reception and ethnic equality. The propositions included changes in the
division of labour between ministries (Interior, Foreign and Labour), clarifying
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integration responsibility and including immigrant amounts in the government transfers
to municipalities. (Norrback, 2008)

The report was focused on the task and propositions of development. Framing was
limited, basically only a few sentences on the government programme in the beginning
(Norrback, 2008, p. 3). The limited framing describing immigration policy and
administration development listed, that from the 60s to the 80s, emigration and
humanitarian refugee reception were central, from the 80s to the 90s there was
“controlling and permit focused alien policy” and from there a more labour oriented
(and integration through labour) approach emerged, especially central in the 2006
immigration programme and 2007 government programme (Norrback, 2008, p. 6).
Background information and arguments behind the propositions are also limited.
However, the available expertise was utilized; for example propositions by an internal
service development group were included (Norrback, 2008, p. 15). The report
emphasizes a coherent view on the entirety of immigration, reflecting that still in 2007
and 2008, despite multiple changes, statements and propositions, the administration was
scattered and the issues of responsibility and division of labour between ministries and
other authorities were still central.

Problems and Solutions

Most propositions are straightforward, such as giving labour based residence permit
tasks from the Ministry of Labour to the Immigration service, and include details, a
responsible actor and a schedule goal (Norrback, 2008, p. 8). A general guideline for
development from the government programme, was to distinguish ministry and central
bureau activities: ministries would focus on general national development, such as
preparing legislation and performance and information management, while bureaus and
regional and local actors focus on execution and operative tasks such as supporting
services (Norrback, 2008, p. 8-9). Development of regional administration was on the
way, but the project (ALKU) only dealt with immigration issues generally (Norrback,
2008, p. 35). The report stressed collecting the responsibility, but also supporting direct
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contact from the Immigration service to local authorities, municipalities, instead of
regional ones (Norrback, 2008, p. 35-36).

In 2008, refugee reception was transferred from the Ministry of Labour to the Interior,
and the report proposed transferring these responsibilities, among all others, to the
bureau of Immigration Service, under the Interior ministry (Norrback, 2008, p. 9). The
benefits of this transfer would be “significant savings”, when collecting all activities to
one budget section, and clearer goal setting (Norrback, 2008, p. 9). While these and
other issues of responsibility and divisions of labour within the administration are
central in the report, the question between politics and administration is not; the
guidance of the government programme and the role of ministries is presented as an
uncomplicated matter.

The insufficiency of municipal resettlement, and that after the first year of resettlement
most refugees have moved, are mentioned and described (Norrback, 2008, p. 23-25).
For asylum seekers, independent moving is recommended, but it is stated, that agreed
municipal placement is needed for quota refugees, families and under-aged asylum
seekers (Norrback, 2008, p. 24). It is stated, that “municipal resettlement principles are
renewed”, but not further elaboration is provided, except for the encouragement of
independent moving and finding work before municipal resettlement when possible.
Even though in general, the report is detailed and practical, this issue remains unsolved
and mainly only described. A reason might be that the task is only at the time
transferred to the Ministry of the Interior from Labour, and no representation from the
latter is in the group. On the other hand, representation from municipalities and regional
administrators are present, and they might have had differing opinions and preferences:
based on other material, such as the dissenting opinion for the 2010 strategy of the
Interior Ministry, the municipal representation (Kuntaliitto) does not support
independent moving.

5.3.4 2010: National Strategy of Refugee Resettlement in Municipalities
General Information, Goals and Load
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In 2010, the Ministry of the Interior, its immigration department and a municipality
strategy working group (Kuntastrategiatyöryhmä), published a strategy on municipal
resettlement (SM, 2010a). This memo was available online at the time, but in 2017, it
was not available online, from libraries or the ministry, since the task had been
transferred (back) to the Ministry of Labour. However, it is analyzed in this work,
because I had it, it has a significant focus and propositions for development (i.e.
considered a decision situation). The fact that it is not easily available, is also interesting
from the research point of view. The goals were to evaluate the current state of
municipal resettlement, define processes and principles, recognizing good practices and
creating recommendations for development (SM, 2010a, p. 2). The load on the system is
considered light: the task was given and limited by the ministry, even though there were
pressures to increase municipal resettlement, they were not pressing on the group per se.
The access structure of the work is considered specialized: focused on a specific area.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The chairperson of the group was immigration chief Mervi Virtanen from the Interior
Ministry (SM, 2010a, p. 2). The group included representation from the Interior
Ministry, Immigration service, regional ELY-centers and Anu Wikman-Immonen from
Local Finland (Kuntaliitto), who had also participated in the 2008 and 2009 works (SM,
2010a, p. 2) She left a dissenting opinion (SM, 2010a, p. 2). The group worked from
March until May and had four meetings, a rather tight schedule. On the other hand, the
focus of the group was clear and narrow, even though the problems dealt with had been
present and active for a long time, with very few changes or even concrete propositions
around them. The group is considered moderately effective: on time, with a tight
schedule and few meetings, but few significant development proposals.

Agenda and Framing

The strategy stresses, that municipal reception “has to be made to work” (SM, 2010a, p.
2). The strategy states, that municipalities have not offered enough places for refugees
and larger city areas feel pressure from migration within the country. Because refugees
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move independently to these areas, they are unwilling to increase the number of
accommodated refugees through agreements (see also e.g. HS 18.3.2010). On the other
hand, it is stated that immigrants themselves have stated, that they do not want
centralized living, which might increase prejudice and integration difficulties. The
strategy aims to add the number of municipalities with refugee reception agreements,
but it states, that it is problematic, because most municipalities claim there is a lack of
economic and human resources. Municipalities feel the state compensation is
inadequate and finding housing for refugees is difficult. Refugees often also need
special services and integration support, such as specialized social and health care
services, which cannot be provided in all municipalities. The report proposes increasing
the compensation for reception, even though it states, that despite efforts, the costs for
municipalities could not have been retraced (SM, 2010a, p. 36). It is also stated, that
municipalities should allocate the compensation for integration, which suggests this has
not been done in all municipalities (SM, 2010a, p. 36). (SM, 2010a).

The framing of the issue is focused on expenses and municipal views, instead of for
example refugee views, which are only mentioned as in passing. Even though the
difficulty of enough resettlement is evident, the voluntary nature and agreement based
system is not questioned. For example, the strategy states: “if enough places compared
to the needs are not available, groups in the most vulnerable position, such as quota
refugees, must be prioritized” (SM, 2010a, p. 15). The voluntary participation of
municipalities surpassed the needs of refugees (and the pressures of resettlement on the
national level). The municipal view is strong, for example when it is stated, that
granting a home municipality is based on different criteria in different areas (SM,
2010a, p. 17-18), no changes are proposed or the unequal action disapproved of. Also,
when the length of waiting period after granted residence permits is mentioned, the core
argument is that “the longer the wait in the reception centre is, the more the resettling
municipality ‘loses’ compensations” for the refugees, and only after this, integration
delay is mentioned (SM, 2010a, p. 18).

Problems and Solutions
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The report mainly describes the current situation, and in between mentions some
problems or solutions. However, no separate sections for propositions is provided, nor
are there details; by page 30, no significant proposals are presented. The dissenting
opinion by the Local Finland representative disapproves supporting independent
movement of asylum seekers, even though it is proposed as one of the only solutions for
the shortage of municipal places. The opinion calls for more compensation and
responsibility by the state. (SM, 2010a).

The other two problems focused on in this research are obviously less (apparently)
present in this report. The relation between politics and administration is not
problematized, discussed or presented in the report. The parliament is mentioned, when
the inadequacy of compensation for municipalities is mentioned; a committee supported
increasing compensation (SM, 2010a, p. 7-8). The cooperation between the Interior
Ministry, Immigration service and the ELY-centers and TE-centers, as well as
magistrates in certain issues, is stressed and detailed in the report, but the Ministry of
Labour is only mentioned when integration education funds are discussed (SM, 2010a,
p. 6). Interestingly, also in this strategy, it is stated that most municipal costs for
refugees are in social and health services as well as education and culture services, but
the Social Ministry is not mentioned (SM, 2010a, p. 5).

5.4 Decision Situations from 2011 onwards
5.4.1 General Development since 2011

In 2011, immigration issues had significant stance in politics. The Finn party success in
parliamentary elections, and the campaigning before, affected the “general atmosphere”.
As Kingdon states, when politicians sense a change in the “public mood”, their
experience is usually trusted also in the policy stream (Kingdon, 1984, p. 156). After the
spring 2011 elections, the government was collected from seven parties, leaving only
the Finn party and the Center to the opposition.
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In the new integration law, the Ministry of the Interior was responsible for integration,
and there was a group for cooperation between ministries (Law 1386/2010 35 §, 36 §).
However, already in 2011, based on the government programme, the responsibility was
given (again back) to the Ministry of Labour, starting from the beginning of 2012. The
reason was, that work was considered central in integration (HE 73/2011 vp; Norrback,
2008, p. 6). Again also the network of regional and local actors under the ministry was a
factor. In 2010, the 15 regional ELY-centers started their work (based on the law
897/2009), collecting the responsibility of labour and business, traffic and infrastructure,
and environment and natural reserves. The centres work with issues from several
ministries, and local TE-centres work under them. The Ministry of Labour is generally
in charge of their administration. The ELY-centers are responsible for example for the
refugee reception agreements with the municipalities. Preparation for the responsible
ministry change proposal was done quickly without statement rounds (HE 73/2011 vp),
and the parliament accepted it, the committee statements only mentioning, that
improved cooperation between authorities and ministries was still necessary, and that
the Ministry of Labour would also be responsible for non-labour related integration,
such as that of young and old people, but this question was not problematized or
discussed further (HE 73/2011 vp).

Between 2011 and 2014, a working group by the Interior Ministry guided and followed
a project improving productivity in immigration administration (SM, 2015). The project
focused on asylum seekers, and is therefore not analyzed here, but it also managed to
speed up municipal placement. The report of the group states, that reception centers
actively supporting independent moving hastened the process: the ELY-center directing
asylum seekers to municipalities was slower (SM, 2015, p. 3-4). Projects were funded to
speed up municipal placement also by TEM, and in 2013 an investigation was given on
the adequate level and time for municipal reception compensations (Tuominen et al,
2013). In 2014, a working group of TEM proposed a model for refugees to move from
reception centers to municipalities (TEM, 2014). The problem of municipal placement
was dealt with more closely and often, even though no legislation changes were made
and resettling quota refugees remained a problem.
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In 2013, the 2020 future review was updated by the Interior Ministry, or in fact a new
2020 immigration strategy was formed, with over 40 actors involved (SM, 2013). The
strategy again stressed that multiple actors and authorities are involved in immigration,
responsibility should be clearly and appropriately dealt, but the administration should
function as an entity, both in ministry cooperation as well as between other actors, such
as municipalities and the state (SM, 2013, p. 13). The goal was therefore to clarify
division of labour and responsibilities and improve cooperation (SM, 2013, p. 13). The
same problems also in labour division were evidently still persistent. Concerning
municipal resettlement, the strategy stated, that too few places had been available and
there were delays (SM, 2013, p. 21). The compensation system was considered
complicated and increasing work load of different authorities: a goal was to speed up
resettlement and simplify the compensation system (SM, 2013, p. 21). The
compensation system was also a part of the new integration law (Law 1386/2010), and
compensations were slightly improved from the beginning of 2012 (Law 1313/2011).
Only minor changes, mainly related to other legislation changes, to the law were made
between 2011 and 2017 (Law 1386/2010).

After the parliamentary elections in spring 2015, the government was formed by three
parties: the Center, the National Coalition and the Finn party. The integration
programme of this government, is analyzed below. With the Finn party affecting
immigration policies, more analysis within the political stream would be called for, and
probably made. In 2015, asylum seeker numbers jumped from the annual 3000 to over
32000 (TEM, 2016), which caused administrational action, such as a new organizing
centre, but no significant changes to legislation or suggestions for reorganization were
made (understandable with the sudden load increase). The government immigration
policies have been criticized “inhumane” (see e.g. HS, 22.4.2017). The Finn party has
apparently influenced the policies, as when the other two parties suggested increasing
the refugee quota (HS, 22.4.2017). In the spring of 2017, municipal elections were held
and the Finn party support decreased significantly. The long time chairperson is giving
up his post, and a candidate is known for opposing immigration (see e.g. HS 15.4.2017;
HS 26.4.2017). There have been demonstrations against deportations and racism (see
e.g. HS 5.4.2017), and it in general it seems (referring back to Kingdon’s “national
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mood”, 1984, p. 153), that there is interest for immigration issues, but so far it has not
changed for example legislation significantly.

5.4.2 2012: Government integration programme
General Information, Goals and Load

The law on integration required a government programme, and the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Employment (TEM) was generally responsible for its
preparation. The programme included the central government goals and actions for
integration from 2012 to 2015 (TEM, 2012). In addition to the law, the preparation of
the document was based on the general government programme, and therefore the frame
was set by the government. The load on the work is considered moderate: there was a
broad agenda to tackle, but the guidelines were set by the government, which also had
the final approving responsibility (TEM, 2012, p. 10). Therefore, also the access
structure is considered hierarchical.

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The preparation of the programme was guided by the ministerial working group on
integration and immigration policy, and done by an interministerial group of high level
officials, as the law required (TEM, 2012, p. 15). The chair and the secretary were from
TEM and the group included also representation from the ministries of Education,
Social, Environment, Foreign and Interior. The group was set in the beginning of
November and the government approved the programme in June 2012 (TEM, 2012, p.
15). The work of the preparing group, from the policy stream, is left under the
representation of the political stream, the government. The work is considered highly
effective, because of the tight schedule and wide range of specific proposals.

Agenda and Structure
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The abstract and the foreword state, that “cultural and language diversity are
increasingly part of the Finnish society”, framing the issue as a condition to be dealt
with, rather than a problem to be abolished (TEM, 2012). Later on, the framing
continues with statistics and figures on for example the increased numbers of foreigners
in Finland, with a prognosis until 2040, percentages of residence permits (most for
family ties, studies or work; only seven per cent for refugees), residents by mother
tongue (after the national languages mostly Russian and Estonian) and a population
pyramid (TEM, 2012). This framing eases up the focus on asylum seekers and refugees.
The programme aims to increase the efficiency of national integration planning,
execution and monitoring and includes concrete actions considering all policy areas
(TEM, 2012, abstract). Multiple actors and the need for close cooperation between
administrational fields are also referred to. In the end, the abstract states, that smooth
and controlled moving into municipalities and good cooperation between state and
municipalities is important (TEM, 2012). Considering the structure and the issues of the
abstract, it is easy to state, that cooperation between authorities (if not division of labour
per se) and municipal resettlement were also important issues in 2012.

The points of the programme are communities and families, employment, integration
education, women, children and young people, municipal resettlement, positive
interaction between ethnic groups and monitoring integration (TEM, 2012, p. 12-13).
Under each heading, goals, actions and monitoring are listed after more or less general
explanation and guidelines, in some cases funding information is also added. Most goals
and actions are formulated allowing at least some measurement, by surveys or general
statistics for example, but they are mainly general, ambitious and more long-term and
directional than practical. They handle general issues and guidelines, rather than
practical problems, for which they would offer alternatives or solutions. A possible
reason for this, is the political nature of the programme.

Problems and Solutions

All of the propositions were not analyzed here more closely, the focus is on the issues of
municipal resettlement and cooperation between authorities. One proposition for the
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latter, marking all involved ministries, is that “...prerequisites for...service production
are enforced by creating a network based coordinated integration information guidance
model”, which would increase knowledge about immigrants among officials (TEM,
2012, p. 42). Cooperation is also urged in some more specific fields, but the programme
does not provide more solutions, alternatives or proposals for improving cooperation, or
changing the division of labour.

According to the programme, annually 2000-3000 refugees need municipal placement,
but not enough places have been available, leaving some quota refugees to wait for even
two years (TEM, 2012, p. 12, 71). In 2011, there were about 1000 independent movers
from reception centers, but whether they received integration services was not followed
completely (TEM, 2012, p. 71-72). The independent movers shortened the wait in
reception centres to six months, but the cost of waiting is calculated in the programme
(TEM, 2012, p. 71). The chapter starts with the right of immigrants to choose where
they live (TEM, 2012, p. 71), framing the issue with the immigrant’s view, rather than
for example the municipal view of the 2010 document. The solution offered by the
programme is a “proactive and long-term cooperation model” with increased
compensation to gradually cover the costs, and more information (TEM, 2012, p. 12,
73). Also the general government programme mentions cooperation between the state
and municipalities, and the model for encouraging cooperation (TEM, 2012, p. 14). The
adequacy of compensation depends on the municipality (TEM, 2012, p. 71). The goals
and actions emphasize speed and flexibility, but no time limits or measures are given.
Responsibility is again present, as one of the actions is that SM, TEM and Migri “make
their cooperation more efficient with ELY-centers, reception centers and municipalities
and clarify responsibilities and agree on the whole process of resettlement from refugee
camps” (TEM, 2012, p. 76). The relation between state and municipalities, to enhance
the “channel into” municipalities, is also central in the funding section of the
programme, in addition to the compensation increases: a “knowledge center model” will
be created to increase information guidance (TEM, 2012, p. 78). The term “ohjautua”,
freely translated to guidance, might also reflect supporting independent movement.

5.4.3 2016: Government Integration Programme for 2016-2019
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General Information, Goals and Load

In 2016, the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Employment published the government
integration programme for 2016-2019 (TEM, 2016, p. 3). The goal of the programme
was to cover the integration development needs for the election period, based on
government decisions, after the sudden changed of 2015 in asylum seeker numbers;
re-evaluation was necessary (TEM, 2016, p. 3). Obviously, the government and political
guidance for the programme was strong, even though the work was prepared by
ministries. The load on the group and the work is considered here to be moderate: the
2015 surge was dealt with, the government set the guidelines, and residence permits had
not granted as much as seeked, which decreased the significant load put on by the
increased numbers of asylum seekers. On the other hand, the ministries were also
expecting changes in the state-municipalities-relations, which created unpredictability
around integration (TEM, 2016, p. 13-14).

Participants, Process and Effectivity

The preparation of the programme was made by a ministerial cooperation group, which
included representation from the ministries of Labour, Agriculture, Justice, Education,
Interior, Social, Foreign, Finance and Environment (leaving out only Defence and
Traffic-Communications) (TEM, 2016, p. 3). The work is considered moderately
effective: the importance of the work set tight guidelines, and several actions are
proposed, stating the responsible ministry, and for some also funding and measurement.
The concreteness of the proposals however varies, and not all issues are addressed
solutions.

Problems, Solutions and Structure

Several sectors were listed as central for integration: work, education, housing, early
education, culture, exercise, youth and social and health (TEM, 2016, p. 9). Because of
the level of the programme, open access to all questions is available. The work was
based on government guidelines, and the government had assessed many immigration
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and refugee related issues (TEM, 2016, p. 15). No problems or solutions concerning
political connection were included. Cooperation is stressed (TEM, 2016, p. 15), but no
problems or solutions about division of labour were offered.

In addition to the asylum seekers and the quota, also EU responsibility sharing increased
the need for resettlement (TEM, 2016, p. 55). Simultaneously, family reunification
practices and policies were stricter, and somewhat decreased the pressure (TEM, 2016,
p. 57). The goals to get refugees from the centres to municipalities were within nine
months of leaving their asylum applications, and two months since residence permits
are granted (TEM, 2016, p. 16, 54). According to the programme, housing needs are
answered with empty rental apartments, especially near reception centres and more
apartmen production in areas where demand is growing (TEM, 2016, p. 32).
Municipalities organize housing for quota refugees and refugees resettled through
ELY-centres (TEM, 2016, p. 32). State supported rental housing was also mentioned
(TEM, 2016, p. 32). Independent movement had become the central way of
resettlement, because in practice very few had resettled in municipalities through the
agreement system, apart from quota refugees, children and people in a vulnerable state
(TEM, 2016, p. 54). However, since the new asylum seeker situation, more functional
coordinated resettlement was desired, to decrease the pressures on central cities, which
were already struggling with insufficient apartment supply (TEM, 2016, p. 56).

The first solution to increase resettlement is an information and negotiation campaign.
Re-evaluating priorities, creating processes and mapping housing and education
possibility situations regionally were also decided on. Other immediate solutions
included: state supported housing near integration services, housing advice and service
coordination projects. Long-term solutions handled increasing general apartment
production and supply and renewing the whole agreement system, as well as the family
reunification system. The upcoming social and health service and regional government
reform would also create needs to evaluate the system; refugee reception has to be
integrated to the new system. The ministries of Labour, Environment, Education, Social
and Interior were all involved in the improvement actions. (TEM, 2016, p. 57-59).
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6 Reflection
To start reflection, a compilation table of the analyzed work is provided. The table
presents the documents in a chronological order, identified with the resource reference.
Table 1a presents the considered load (light, moderate or heavy), effectivity (low,
moderate or high), access structure (open, specialized or hierarchy), a description of the
participation and the agenda (narrow, medium, wide). Table 1b presents the main
outcome, and suggestions for the three core issues analyzed: municipal resettlement,
division of labour and political connection. Thereafter, the streams are reflected on
separately, then the influence of structures and lastly the features of a garbage can
process are focused on. In the end, reflection on the study is presented.
Table 1a: Analyzed load, effectivity, structure, participation and agenda
Analyzed
Document

Load

Effectivity

Access
structure

Participation

Agenda

PAT, 1979

Moderate

Moderate

Open

Broad

Narrow

PT, 1980

Moderate

High

Open

Broad,
committed

Wide

STM, 1987

Light

Low

Specialized

Several ministries

Narrow

Wide

SN, 1988

Moderate

Moderate

Open

Broad, no refugee
related
organizations,
committed

STM, 1992

Heavy

Low

Open

Broad

Wide

SM, 1997

Heavy

Moderate

Open

Extremely broad

Extremely
wide

SM, 2006

Light

Moderate

Specialized

One ministry

Narrow

Norrback, 2008

Moderate

High

Hierarchy

Medium
broadness

Medium

SM, 2010

Light

Moderate

Specialized

Limitedly broad

Narrow

TEM, 2012

Moderate

High

Hierarchy/
Open

Several ministries

Wide

TEM, 2016

Moderate

High

Hierarchy/
Open

Several ministries

Wide
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Table 1b: Analyzed outcome and proposals
Analyzed
Document

Outcome

Municipal
resettlement

Division of labour

Political
connection

PAT, 1979

Responsibility
transfer to STM

Possibility to
compensate extra
expense

Transfer to STM

Appeal system

PT, 1980

Transferring
responsibility

Based on lack of
market housing

STM, 1987

Municipal
Recommended
resettlement agreed (instead of centre),
upon
compensation
-

No changes besides Continuing expert
ministry
board
No changes
(alternative for
centre)

No legislation need

Alternatives:
improvement or
change to TEM

Government
decisions and
legislative changes
needed

SN, 1988

Softening up,
Ombudsman

STM, 1992

Government
decision change

SM, 1997

Government
programme and
legislation on
reception and
integration

SM, 2006

No significant
change.

Norrback, 2008

No significant
change after
general
responsibility
transfer to SM

"Principles
renewed", no
significant
proposals

Problematic,
separation of
bureau and ministry
tasks, transfer all to
SM

SM, 2010

No changes,
strategy forgotten
with responsibility
transfer back to
TEM

Independent
movement (also
opposition),
increased
compensation

Cooperation
important

Cooperation model,
no significant new
solutions

Cooperation
important,
clarifying needed

-

TEM, 2012

Government
programme

TEM, 2016

Government
programme

Several short- and
long-term
suggestions

-

-

No changes besides No changes besides
legislation
legislation

Legislation
proposal, not
enacted

Evident problems,
clarifying through
political guidance

Government
decision and
legislation
proposals,
ministerial
committee

From "two-pillar
model" to one
responsible

Political decisions
for change needed

Discussion but no
change proposals
-

-

-
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6.1 Reflection on the Streams
6.1.1 The Stream of Problems
According to the theoretical background, problems are issues requiring attention.
During the researched time period, a variety of problems were recognized in refugee
reception. Problems entered the decision-making through for example indicators (e.g.
number of people waiting for municipal resettlement), feedback (e.g. municipal
feedback on compensation), “focusing events” (e.g. international situations requiring
action) and so on; consistently with Kingdon’s theory. In addition to the original issue of
municipal resettlement, also other problematic reoccurring issues were evident. Division
of labour problems, especially between ministries, and difficulties in the relation with
the political stream were repeatedly visible, and were taken into closer consideration.
All three are more than single problems, possibly more accurately described as bundles
of or umbrellas for different smaller problems, or problematic areas. All these areas
were recognized early on, but were mainly persistent throughout the material: more or
less central, connected to different smaller problems, or looked at from different angles,
but still prevalent. For example municipal resettlement was started because of the
problem to find apartments, and also this smaller problem prevailed, while also other
problems were connected to this larger “umbrella” problem, such as compensation
levels, finding work for refugees, and the need for legislation on municipal resettlement.
Considering the ministry division of labour, even though several solutions were
executed, from the start to the end, clarification was called for at least in some aspect of
the cooperation. Clarification or increased and improved cooperation are in fact offered
or needed solutions, but often the specification of the problems remained thin. Only the
problem of political guidance seemed to disappear from the agenda.

There seems to be both problem activity and latency: problems are recognized and
present in many decision situations, but problem-solving decisions are not made, and
the problems resurface in later situations. This also points to the conclusion, that
problems, solutions and decision situations were not always as closely linked, as a
problem-solving decision-making would require. However, the problem stream and
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which problems happen to end up in which garbage can, or decision situation, was not
completely random; rather it seems that the issues remain fairly constant and even
predictable, but the way they are presented or dealt with in each situation varies slightly.
The specialized agenda of the immigration and refugee field varied somewhat, but not
completely unpredictably. The responsible ministry and the other participants affected
the problems noted, agenda present and framing provided; for example strong municipal
representation showed in the reports.

6.1.2 The Stream of Solutions

Considering on the stream of solutions, and following the theoretical background, it
seems that solutions are not directly linked to the original or presented problems.
The solutions are connected to an issue, or a problematic area, in the material, but they
are not necessarily offered purely based on them or their problems: even if significant
changes were made, the original problems remained.

Concerning municipal resettlement, the main solution offered was the calculatory
compensation system. Later, the central solutions were increasing compensation and
independent movement, although in the end also significantly more smaller solutions
were offered. The increased compensation, especially offered by the municipal
representatives, and independent movement were sometimes combined, but sometimes
even alternatives for each other. Increased compensation was a persistent solution; even
if other state actors stated that funds were not available, or that other solutions also had
to be given, it stayed on the agenda. Also in general, a solution often offered, but almost
as often at some point debunked, is more resources. Undoubtedly ample resources
would facilitate some actions, create more slack and solve some problems, but it seems
that this solution also floats around, trying to attach itself to any problem or decision
situation available. Compensation possibilities for actual service production, or indeed
not compensating for regular service production even if the recipient is a refugee, was
practically never considered, the per refugee solution seemed to suit the participants (or
the political stream) better, even though it never in fact solved the problem of
insufficient resettlement. The use of the compensation was never limited to refugee
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services, which probably also suited municipalities well, and was a needed concession
by the state (this type of negotiating balance and dynamics in state-municipal-relations
in refugee reception is well analyzed in Bengtsson, 2002; similar research in Finland
could be useful). Another option not considered was the 90s Norwegian model of
“secondary reception”, where quota refugees and asylum seekers with residence permits
were placed in “secondary” reception centres, to wait for municipal resettlement, and
receive language education, for 3+3 months (STM, 1992, p. 28). The solution stream
all-in-all seems quite limited: not very new or innovative ideas are considered, and
repetition or reformulation of old ideas is common. In addition to the examples above,
when the solution for municipal resettlement was independent moving, it was in fact a
return to the original idea of housing refugees in apartments from the private markets,
which had failed in the 70s. However, a wider search or structure for private market
refugee housing was never again even considered.

Defining a solution is sometimes difficult; for example legal protection can be stressed,
sometimes framing a more concrete situation (such as making asylum decisions; PSN,
1994, p. 21), sometimes mentioned in a general frame (good governance meaning
effectivity and respecting legal protection; SM, 1997, p. 19). The former makes it a
value or a guideline, which could be interpreted as a solution in a broad definition, but
the latter frames it as a solution, if any is to be presented. Less concrete and fluid
solutions, in a broad definition, tend to be repeated more often than ones addressing
certain situations or connected to actual, measured or otherwise indicated problems.
However, even some concrete solutions are repeated often, an example being increasing
the refugee quota to 1000 people (see e.g. PSN, 1994, p. 2; SM, 1997, p. 26; Laiho,
2008, p. 72). Despite repetitive suggestions, this was not realized, but sometimes “extra
quotas” were set in place, explained to be temporary. This could be an example of an
idea, agreed with in the policy stream, but without the advocates, or policy
entrepreneurs, never fully adopted in the political stream, as Kingdon’s theory suggests
(Kingdon, 1984, e.g. p. 133). When the issue appeared in the problem stream (i.e. the
media attention on Yugoslavia in the 90s or Syria in the 2000s), it was answered to by
the extra quotas, to this specific need and problem (to be solved), instead of the constant
condition (to be lived with) of many refugees constantly needing resettlement.
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Following Kingdon’s theory, mapping the origins of ideas is futile, but it is obvious, that
ideas are evaluated based on a criteria, creating the short list of proposals of the ministry
documents. These shortlisted solutions are at least somewhat feasible and fit in with
values and budgets. But in addition to this criteria, it seems that some solutions simply
need to be uttered, even if they could (still) not be realized: a prominent example is
more resources. Possibly the prominence of these so called compulsory solutions, also
occupies some space from other possible, and possibly even more innovative solutions.
On the other hand, it sometimes seems that no sufficiently valid alternative is available,
and therefore for example municipal resettlement problems were often mentioned, but
rarely any solutions were suggested. This reflects back to Kingdon’s theory on the
importance of an available alternative: it is much more likely that a political,
authoritative decision is made, or the issue even politically handled, if there is an
available and feasible solution connected to the problem (Kingdon, 1984, p. 149).

Considering the division of labour, the most often used solution was to change the main
responsible ministry. This solution was suggested and surprisingly easily and quickly
executed each time, but later the problems always returned. This solution is especially
interesting: why was it so central, repetitive and easy, despite the fact that it needed
multiple decision-makers, also on the political side, and meant significant changes in the
administration (e.g. moving personnel or material). No definite answers were given by
the analysis, but it also seems that besides changing the responsible ministry (or
sometimes bureau), and “developing cooperation” (often without further elaboration),
there were in fact no other feasible alternatives available. The arguments for the changes
were also interesting: the importance of employment in integration (to TEM), stressing
the need for social and health services in the initial reception phase (to STM), or
simplification of administration (to TEM or to SM, and back). The same arguments and
solutions floated around, but if there were original problems, they were not specifically
listed, or the solutions sufficiently tied to them. Sometimes other arguments were also
used, such as the Labour Ministry having the local and regional facilities, or the will of
the Interior Ministry to speed up deportations with integration money, and it seems that
more not explicitly listed reasons could have affected as well (maybe for example the
original largeness of the social and health sector).
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Only the problem of connecting to the political stream, or in other words getting
political interest and guidance, was at least to some degree solved, with integration
legislation and government immigration programmes. In this case, the possible solutions
were more limited, and even then many were proposed and executed: government
resolutions, decisions and programmes, ministerial groups, decrees, laws, a minister etc.
It also seems, that even though political involvement was significantly increased, it did
not solve the administrational problems, as the 1997 report suggested, and strangely
during the immigration ministry post, the problems were especially visible.

Explicitly providing different alternatives seems quite uncommon, even though most of
the propositions require decision-making also elsewhere. Only the 1987 memo and the
1988 report had listed clear alternatives, and even in the first one, one option was
strongly supported, and the other only available because of a lack of time in finalizing
the proposal (STM, 1987; SN, 1988). There are many possible reasons for the lack of
alternatives: the search was limited, the groups were unanimous, or the negotiations
between the participants were made before writing the reports and finalizing the
decision-making. It might also be an effort to keep the power of decision-making within
the group, or making it easier to make political authoritative decisions. On the other
hand, it might be that when different alternatives rose or negotiations were necessary,
the group ended up with a compromise, or just a general guideline, without the disputed
specifics. Sometimes, even if no alternatives were proposed by the group, dissenting
opinions were given (see e.g. SM, 1997; SM, 2010). This seems to indicate a culture
change around the early 90s; if consensus was not reached, dissenting opinions need to
be given by the minority (assumed, since no voting information are available), instead
of proposing both alternatives as a group. When dissenting opinions were given, they
shed some light into the dynamics and actions within the group, invisible in the other
ones (here interviews would have been needed to address the issue deeper).

Analyzing this case, it does seem that solutions flow around as a stream (or a primeval
soup of ideas, as Kingdon puts it; 1984, p. 122), with certain dynamics in repetition,
rebranding and selection, rather than for example being a structure built on earlier
information or innovative searches and deliberations of alternatives.
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6.1.3 The Stream of Participants

Even though the complete number of participants named in the preparation of the
analyzed documents is over 300 (and surely hundreds more counting all decision
situations considering immigration and refugee issues), there are several reappearing
names. For example Mervi Virtanen, worked on the issue first under the Social Ministry,
then in the Ministry of Labour and later in the Interior Ministry as the Director of
immigration policy (STM, 1992; Laiho, 2008, p. 70; SM, 2010a). In 2008, the dispute
between two ministries also personalized on her, from the Ministry of Labour at the
time, and Pentti Visanen, from the Interior Ministry, who had also worked on the issue
for some time (SM, 2006, p. 5; Leitzinger, 2010, p. 94). People seem to have
participated in the decision situations because of their position or title (such as the
Ombudsman for foreigners), because of their organization and its inner, here invisible
process of selecting representatives (such as immigrant representation), or because of
their experience, expertise and career, despite their exact position, title or organization
at the time (such as Mervi Virtanen). Obviously the provided listing of participation is
very limited and scattered: there is a lot more in what else the participants have done,
and who are all the people involved in the issue outside these few analyzed groups.
Participation of people could be more deeply analyzed with interviews, but also with the
help of texts and books mapping immigration policy history (such as Leitzinger, 2010;
Lepola et al., 2002). However, this light analysis of participation still shows, that some
people are involved in several groups working on the issue over the years, both building
and sharing their expertise, and also dealing with the same problems over and over
again, in slightly different contexts.

The organizations participating vary somewhat, but not greatly over the years.
Sometimes in the decision situations, more variation is strived for, with for example a
large amount of experts, or migrant organization representation, or a spread of political
party representation (see e.g. SM, 1997, p. 15). On the other hand, there are also groups
only focusing on one actor group, such as actors working under one ministry (see e.g.
SM, 2006, p. 5). This can be interpreted as attempts to form a unified “front”, to discuss
inner problems, or even to keep dissenting views away. In some cases, representation
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has had to be expanded during the work (see e.g. Norrback, 2008, p. 5), probably
noticing that different interested parties need to be heard. With these variations, mainly
the same organizations floated around the decision-making and were sometimes
involved. Practically all other ministries besides Defence and Transportation
participated at least once, but mostly the work focused on a few central ministries
(mainly Labour and Interior), with others popping here and there in their expert fields
(e.g. Education). The practically involved bureaus and authorities at the time, such as
the Social government, the Directorate for Immigration or ELY-centers later on,
participated most of the time. Some authorities “popped by”, such as border control or
the police. Some other organizations were practically involved and also almost always
present in any broader decision situations, such as the Red Cross or the Refugee Council
(UNHCR partner). Concerning the latest government programme proposals, they were
probably asked for statements, even if they did not participate in the early preparation.
Some other organizations “popped by”, such as Ingrian organizations, even though in
general, immigrant (organization) representation remained low throughout, even if it
was stressed in the text. Early on, labour market organizations participated seemingly
self-evidently (see e.g. PAT, 1979, p. 1), which probably reflected their general
importance. In 1997 (SM, 1997, p. 15), they were present as experts and not members,
which can be interpreted as a shift in their centrality: the participation focused more on
their expertise in employment, as a means of integration, rather than general
importance, and after this they were usually not involved (if not with statements).

In the beginning, some groups were mainly constant, the refugee commission and the
advisory boards, working on the issue from different angles committedly over several
years, with a few changes, probably due to the people changing work for example. The
advisory boards represent a more committed participation, with divisions for special
themes and experts being heard when considered useful. No completely new groups
were formed even when faced with new situations or conditions. These groups were
mainly satisfied with their work (see e.g. PT, 1980, p. 48; PSN, 1994, p. 39), even
though this can also be instinctive for survival as a group. Today, advisory boards exist,
but their importance is significantly smaller, than at times, when political guidance was
limited. Participation in general was somewhat connected to the problems (such as in
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the Norrback, 2008 case of increasing participation), but also to the solutions (such as
municipality representation focusing on compensation increases). The stream of
participants does seem to have its own logic, while being connected to the others. Same
actors and people float around the refugee reception decision-making, but the logic of
participation is strongly related to the organizations they represent, their expertise and
the general organization of immigration issue decision-making, for example. The
actions in the stream, and which people or organizations happen to participate in a
decision situation is somewhat predictable, not completely random, but shifting.

6.1.4 The Stream of Decision Situations

The stream of decision situations also seems to have a logic of its own, sometimes more
and sometimes less connected to the other streams. Reflecting Kingdon’s (1984, p. 176)
theory on “policy windows”, changes in the political stream, such as elections, have an
affect on the decision situations arising. This was especially evident in 2010, when there
was definite expectation of “something happening”, and significantly more material was
produced, to influence the next government in time, without the problems or other
conditions of refugee reception changing. In 1980, the group responded to the change of
responsible ministry, and ending their work, by creating themselves a new decision
opportunity. Early on, for example the advisory boards had the power to create decision
situations, where they felt the need, and openly address the issues, they felt needed
addressing, but they could also be brought situations or issues by other actors. During
the 2000s, decision situations arose either from government programmes or legislation,
political stream actions, or from the initiative of the ministries, rather than pressing
problems, or other changes in refugee reception. In 2015, the significant and surprising
increase in asylum seeker numbers created decision situations; there the connection to
problems and context in the pattern of the decision situation stream is evident. It seems,
that the decision situation stream also has its own logic, as the garbage can theory
suggests, but it can be explained with the theoretical considerations of Kingdon. Also in
the case of the stream of decision situations, the movement and appearance in the
garbage cans of decision-making is not completely random or separated from the other
streams and factors, but it still has its own dynamic.
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6.2 Reflection on the Influence of Structures and Context
6.2.1 Structures in the 1970s

In the beginning of modern refugee reception, during the 1970s, decision-making by the
Chile refugee commission II seemed to be rather efficient, in the traditional sense:
schedules were followed, problems were solved, and all material implies a general sense
of control over the small-scale refugee reception, even after initial improvisation and
chaos. The group was gathered rapidly from the actors around the issue and it had an
open access structure, while the load was moderate, and participation committed.

Housing was a problem that arose, when the refugees arrived, and not considered to be
the responsibility of any particular actor beforehand. The open access structure,
moderate load and committed participation (e.g. decision situations were available)
allowed the group to address this type of surprising problems, and the fact that they
were the only and appointed decision-making organ for the action, allowed their
solutions to be realized. Even when the related Alien legislation was prepared
elsewhere, the group could comment on it, and the restriction of not having to decide on
it, seemed to help focusing on the other refugee questions; the principle that refugees
would be primarily treated as other foreigners and immigrants in general sufficed. The
group had great connections to both the political, legislation and national administration
level and the practical refugee reception: the group was the link between practical
activity and general framework and could address both.

The group was specialized in the issue, and obviously also trusted to do their work by
the surrounding actors, when for example politicians were not especially interested. It
can be concluded, that this type of arrangement, a concise and committed expert group,
representing multiple central actors and being able to detect and address all problems,
seems to have been highly efficient in the reception of small refugee groups, even
though there was not much preparation. An example of the efficiency is, that the Chile
refugee commission II managed to influence labour legislation in less than a decade, to
improve the situation of refugees (PT, 1980, p. XII).
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The restricted numbers of refugees and the intervals between received groups decreased
the load, and meant that the group had time to follow and evaluate the situation and
propose improvements. Consideration for alternatives was somewhat innovative, but not
completely random or without criteria: in the example of housing, when free markets
failed to provide enough apartments, the group turned to student housing and
municipalities, but no means for increasing interest in the free markets were considered,
at least on paper (although it was never addressed later either). Even significant changes
could be considered, such as changing the generally responsible ministry (PT, 1980, p.
48). Previous proposals were also considered by the next decision situations and
improved, as for example a suggestion of a refugee curator by a ministry turned into a
secretary by the Red Cross, but with the same objective to coordinate refugee issues.

The 1979 temporary commission (PAT, 1979) proves, that the structure of the
decision-making affected the results more than the general context of few refugees for
example. Even though the access structure was open, load was moderate and
participation broad, the group itself narrowed the agenda of the work, and the
effectiveness was moderate. However, there might have been a need to simply state
some policy guidelines and the status of legislation, without yet proposing significant
changes, in which case the work was in fact effective.

6.2.2 Structures in the 1980s

The problems with this organization structure seemed to start already during the 1980s,
when the context started to change. As immigration issues in general gained more
interest, the responsibility questions were becoming more complicated. The goals in
refugee reception increased: there were earlier refugees still to be integrated and
pressure to accept new groups, as well as to plan annual reception and a sustainable
organization around reception. It seemed that Finland should take more responsibility in
receiving refugees, and it was becoming more difficult to accept only homogenous
groups one at a time and focus on their integration, and the problems they and the
people working with them faced. There were suggestions and attempts to bring
reception to a “stable and coherent” ground, and to connect the refugee reception to
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other immigration more. Even when the refugee responsibility was handed to the Social
Ministry in 1981, general migrant issues remained in the Ministry of Labour and its
Immigration advisory board, which made propositions to improve general immigrant
reception and integration, also affecting refugees. Also the Alien legislation in the
beginning of the 1980s, affected refugees. Different actors had different focuses, but the
boundaries between the issues were fluid, and some difficulty in addressing the whole
picture of refugee reception began to arise. The separation between the practical and the
political, the connection of the policy stream to both quite equally, started in the
beginning of the 1980s: the two advisory boards handled general issues, while for
example the 1987 working group addressed more practical issues (STM, 1987).

In 1987 (STM, 1987), municipal resettlement was ended up with, through a generally
ineffective group work. The load was considered light, the access specialized,
participation by several ministries present, but again the agenda of the work itself was
narrow. The group had started a proposal, and close to the end found another solution,
which they did not have time to polish. Even though municipal resettlement was
proposed, all the possible following problems were not considered in the work. From
1988, the work of the Immigration advisory board was analyzed (SN, 1988). It had
moderate load, open access structure, broad and committed representation and a wide
agenda. The effect of the work was analyzed to be in the “softening up” for legislation,
or preparing for a possibly opening policy window. The influential structures, giving the
work moderate efficiency, seem to be the committed representation and open structure,
but probably some arrangements narrowing the work would have been needed to
produce more specific proposals. On the other hand again, maybe this level of precision
was needed at the time, for example simply for the softening up purposes.

6.2.3 Structures in the 1990s

Around 1990, the focus was more on developing legislation and other political
decision-making, also considering the effects of EU membership on immigration, and
more general development considerations or other problem-solving attempts were rare.
The government set the guidelines since the first immigration policy programme of
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1997, and the ministries established working groups for certain development projects,
while the long-term groups, such as the Advisory board for ethnic relations, lost
importance in these refugee reception considerations, or rather focused on other issues.

The 1992 law proposal (STM, 1992), had a generally heavy load. The access structure
was open, participation broad and agenda wide. The effectivity of the work remained
low. Only the legislation proposal, which the group was supposed to prepare, was made,
without any changes or even considerations or alternatives to solve the evident
problems. Some factors narrowing the work or lightening the load would have been
needed to create more efficient work, even though eventually the purpose of the group
was filled within the guidelines they were given.

Considering the 1997 vast group (SM, 1997), the preconditions for a garbage can
process were present. Participation was extremely broad and fluid, also because most
participants were MPs having other important and demanding jobs. Because many
participants were mainly otherwise engaged and new to the issue (in terms of previously
analyzed works, apart from some central officials), they probably did not have
significant knowledge of the processes in immigration and refugee issues beforehand.
This might explain, why much of the committee work explains the current situation and
general background and framework both nationally and internationally, but also for the
political stream. Comparing the preconditions of this group to for example the Refugee
commission, the work had much wider and less specific goals (on a general level rather
than practical) and more fluid participation and less knowledge on the processes (at
least after the commission had worked for some time). However, there was in general
much more experience, information and experts available, while simultaneously the
volume of refugee reception and immigration was significantly larger, more regular, but
also unpredictable, with asylum seeker numbers increasing.

Despite the preconditions, the report is not full of GC features: some decisions seem to
genuinely be solutions linked to problems. Based on the argumentation, also resolution
is used, even though in some cases the concrete proposals seem to differ from the
argumentation. The work includes both concrete, significant proposals, such as
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legislation and the refugee quota increase, and more general guidelines. Some problems
are only stated with some general principles: for example the problems in municipal
reception are listed, but no new concrete solutions are provided. Even though
considering the legislation proposal, the work was effective, the effectivity does not
reach some very problematic issues. The heavy load on the work, such as the
requirements to participants from outside, and the broadness of the work, have not
hindered the group from making decisions (some of which also seem to solve
problems). A possible reason could be in the new composition of the group: new
organizations and representatives prevented some of the problems circling around and
facing the same old outcomes.

The open access structure, the participation specialization in divisions, the use of
experts instead of growing the core group and allowing dissenting opinions, which
might prevent watering down suggestions, seem to have been the structures guiding the
work towards more efficient and problem-solving decision-making. On the other hand,
many suggestions called for more resources, an often offered solution, and the
dissenting opinions showed officials doubting the feasibility of this and some other
solutions. Doubting turned out to be somewhat justified, as for example the refugee
quota increase was not realized, even though political support according to the work
seems to be behind the suggestion. The dissenting opinions also show, that the new
composition of the group, with politicians significantly present, transferred some of the
previously and after on-going ministry level disputes to the opinions, rather than leaving
them within the propositions.

6.2.4 Structures in the 2000s

After 2000, the focus was either on separate development projects by ministries, or
government decisions (or ministry projects based on government decisions). The 2006
Interior Ministry work (SM, 2006) is an example, where concrete decisions have been
made, but the outcome is not executed, because the decisions affect other actors, which
were not present at the time of the decision-making. The work had a light load and
specialized structure and a narrow agenda, making the proposals effective, but the
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effectiveness suffered from the lack of execution later on. The 2008 work (Norrback,
2008) on the other hand had a different structure: especially the hierarchical access
structure, with a named responsible investigator and ministry guidelines, seem to have
guided the work towards effectiveness. The moderate load, medium participation and
agenda also apparently created no barriers for specific proposals, even though
considering the ones looked at more closely here did not seem to carry any new or
significant solutions with them. The 2010 strategy by the Interior Ministry (SM, 2010)
was deemed to have a light load and specialized access, but the effectivity remained
moderate and no new solutions were provided. The effect of municipal representation
seems to affect more than any structure; the arrangement itself would suggest an
effective work.

Government decisions, like the integration programme proposals (TEM 2012; TEM
2016) have open or hierarchical access, all problems can be addressed based on the
government guidelines, but the ministry level considerations are more limited,
hierarchical with political guidance or specialized, focused on certain problems. On the
other side of the coin is the expertise in the ministry, while the government is loaded
with a large amount of other issues and attention demanding actions. When the
government and politicians in general were involved in immigration and refugee
reception issues, it took some load off the ministries; guidelines were given by someone
else. On the other hand, it also decreased the pressure for ministry level cooperation;
when conflicts could be taken up to the government level, there was not that much need
to solve them between the ministries in concrete administrative actions. This imbalance
was especially evident in 2007-2008, when there was a minister of the issue, but the
ministry level conflicts flared up more than ever.

Organization of the refugee reception decision-making was significantly different
during the 2000s than before. Open access structure was basically only available to the
government, which resides far from the practical action and problems of concrete
refugee reception. Broadly speaking, ministries were responsible for the reception
organization from the start to the end, but in practice their position changed
significantly: from hosting a committed multi-actor cooperation group with significant
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connections and possibilities to influence to both practical and political levels, but
without much legislation or other frames, to preparing government decision-making,
based on political guidance and legislation, and simultaneously coordinating the
extremely increased and different refugee reception practice further away (in between
for example regional actors). The load considering the refugee quota has not
significantly changed, but the load in asylum seekers with residence permits and asylum
seeker issues demanding attention. On the other hand, there is also significantly more
expertise and experience, personnel and larger organizations involved, addressing this
load. Apparently the load and political focus on asylum seeker activities (and national
security, international cooperation etc.) has been so strong, that refugee quota and
municipal resettlement issues, even though still recognized as problems, are still left
without significant changes or new solution.

6.2.5 Structures since 2011
After 2010, especially the 2011 parliamentary elections and the 2015 government,
changed the political frames around refugee reception. The outcomes in general and the
eventual effects of these changes on the decision-making remain to be seen. Interesting
questions are for example, whether the responsible ministry still changes in future years,
and if a designated minister position ever reappears. Based on the past, cautiously
predicting some development paths, it seems that the practical refugee reception
activities keep some distance from the political and policy decision-making. Also
realizing some long existing propositions, such as increasing the refugee quota, or
making any changes to the still problematic municipal resettlement system, will
probably wait, unless now unseen policy windows present themselves.

The government programme proposals (TEM 2012; TEM 2016) were significantly
different from the other ministry level documents, because of the close political
guidance. The goals and many propositions originated from the government
programme. The processes of preparation seem to have been efficient, but information
about it is limited; for example dissenting opinions or possible alternatives are not
available solutions for conflicts or insecurity. The conflicts might be present in the
statement rounds, which were not analyzed here; there the practically involved refugee
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organizations also participate. The structure is simultaneously hierarchical, guided from
above where also the final responsibility lies, but also open, since all questions can be
considered. On the other hand there are also pressures to handle a wide range of issues,
instead of concentrating on the extremely problematic, and there might be temptation to
select only feasible solutions, and to leave the most problematic issues unconsidered.
Also the measurement of issues is significant in government proposals: some kind of
follow-up is more necessary than in some other proposal works, and the use of
unfavorable measurements (solutions without measurable outcomes or with a high
probability not to show progress). All-in-all, these programmes are significantly
different, even if the preparation is made by ministries (and different theoretical frames
might be more useful to analyze all aspects). The government programme proposals
(TEM, 2012; TEM, 2016) are assessed highly effective, because they produce
outcomes, even very concrete, measurable and with responsible actors. The effectivity is
based on especially the importance and political guidance of the work, and therefore for
example the load is not heavy or prevent effectivity.

6.3 Reflection on the Features of a Garbage Can Process
The long-term development path of refugee reception administration has not been
coherent or straightforward. Changes either go back and forth, as the responsible
ministry, or stay very still, as with the municipal resettlement system. Even though
solutions were, at least claimed to address problems, despite decision situations and
decision-making, many problems persisted and resurfaced often. Considering the third
issue analyzed more closely here, the relation between administration and politics, there
was significant development, in the lines of the propositions. But even there, the
development was not linear, and some solutions existed only for a while, such as the
named immigration minister. The development of the political connection can however
also be contributed to the context, and not at least only on the decision-making,
mapping problems and demanding and proposing changes: in general even
internationally immigration has become more of a “hot potato” and today it is central on
the agenda of many politicians. This development also failed to resolve some problems,
despite expectations, such as the administrational disputes.
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6.3.1 Preconditions of the Garbage Can Process

The development of refugee reception can not be seen as a classically rational and
efficient progress, but more of a coincidental, chaotic and stalled process. The garbage
can process is supposed to occur, when the conditions for decision-making do not
support a more straightforward rational model. Ambiguous goals, unclear processes and
fluid participation guide decision-making to be unpredictable and less effective, in terms
of concrete problem solving results for example. The refugee reception system often fits
the description of an organized anarchy; the assumption seems to hold.

The goals for decision-making have often been general and multiple: solidarity,
international image and cooperation and on the other hand labour market needs in the
country, for example. On a more detailed level, the preferences of the actors involved in
the decision-making are often even conflicting, or at least the view is different: the
Ministry of Labour stresses integration through work, and for example starting
integration on arrival, not after residence permits, while the Interior Ministry focuses on
internal security and working deportation actions, for example. Which preference was
the strongest at the time (e.g. solidarity, integration through labour, restricting
immigration), varied, and action was not necessarily linked to stated preferences: for
example, even when solidarity and social issues were stressed, the Ministry of Labour
was responsible for reception. On the other hand the ministry responsible for municipal
resettlement on the state level has different interests than the municipalities or their
representation in the decision-making.

Processes are complex and an almost endless variety of issues can be attached to the
issue, taken into consideration in the decision-making, and trial-and-error-processes
were common. The participation has been fluid, both in terms of organizations and
people, even though some people specialized in the field (as Kingdon’s theory of policy
primeval soup on the other hand suggests), most participants had also other concerns,
and they focused on different aspects of the issues. For example, even though several
organizational changes have been made, on the ministry level there has been no
permanent one responsible actor. The closest this policy field came to having one
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responsible actor was the 2007-2010 post for a Minister of Migration and European
Affairs, but especially during that time, the division of labour between ministries was
problematic. Which ministry was responsible for the entirety, which responsible for
which part, where the lines of jurisdiction are drawn, and which other actors are
involved in the decision-making, were all very unstable.

On the other hand, the preconditions of a garbage can process are not constant, on a
more detailed level and in smaller time frames (as is suggested by the criticism for the
theory). In the work of the 1970s Refugee commission, the goals were more clear: to
receive and integrate the refugees arriving, and to continue reception in small numbers
to fulfill international solidarity pleas. The technology or process on the other hand was
not, because it had to be invented, and the whole action was new. The lack of a certain
process beforehand however seemed to insure flexibility and cooperation between
actors, and the process could be altered when necessary or beneficial. Considering
participation, even though there were some changes in the people involved, most of the
group stayed the same during the first decade of reception, participation was committed
and organizations, even though there were many, had interests in staying in the deciding
group (if a person changed, usually the organization supplied a new representative).

6.3.2 Features of the Garbage Can Process

The description by the GC theory of decision situations as collections of problems,
solutions and participants, rather than merely problem-solving machines, seems
accurate, if one assumes that still the action of the streams is not completely random.
The streams were somewhat predictable, and often only variations of earlier situations.
Each stream has their own logic, and they come together at the times of
decision-making; timing and context are contributing factors. The three more closely
analyzed problems were present and dealt with in many decision situations, different
solutions (some more concrete than others) were offered and executed. Concerning
municipal resettlement, even though many decisions and solutions were made, such as
compensation and supporting independent moving from refugee centres, it still
remained a problem in the latest materials. Also the division of labour was often dealt
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with, but was still a problem today. Even though the political connection did not appear
as a problem or a solution later on, it did not solve all the problems it was originally
attached to. Concerning these three issues, it can be concluded, that problems, solutions
and decisions were often not linked comprehensively.

Considering the eight features of a garbage can process, presented by Cohen, March and
Olsen (1972, p. 9), many seem to be at least somewhat true. However, it should be
considered that a long time perspective with multiple decision situations increases the
likelihood of at least some features at some point presenting themselves. Firstly, it can
be said, that decision-making does not always resolve problems, and it seems that
structures do affect the problem-solving abilities of a decision-making group (feature
five). The effect of load is less clear: when load in terms of tasks, like 1997, or context,
like 2015, was greater, also the efforts put in the decision-making were greater. Load
seems to affect the efforts to solve more persistent and long-lasting problems: when
asylum seeker numbers were pressing, or when several tasks were appointed to the
group, the earlier recognized problems seemed to get less attention. But this might refer
back to the notion, that political systems incline to respond to the pressures at hand
(March & Olsen, 1984, p. 740). The structure and context seem to affect the
decision-making more than load. The third feature, participants carrying problems,
seems to hold: both people and organizations tend to face the same problems, and
changing participants somewhat changes the outcomes. It especially seems that
participants sometimes carry their own solutions and oppose others, as the case with
municipal representatives. Also high problem activity and latency seems to be
somewhat true: many problems persisted, even though they were recognized and even
dealt with in decision situations. Sometimes quick decision-making solving problems
was possible, but the conditions around seem to explain the effective outcome; and
again the persistent problems often still persisted.

The sixth finding of important and early problems being solved more often than later
and more unimportant ones, seems to hold moderately. The original housing problem
was in fact solved at the time, with municipal resettlement, but it still remained a
problem also decades later. Also ministerial responsibility was a problem early on,
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addressed at the time, but later reappearing over and over again. On the other hand, the
early and important problems of discriminative legislation for example were in fact
solved, and did not return on the same level, even if legislation in general was also an
issue later. It could be concluded, that this feature does hold, if one does not consider,
that different aspects or new problems of the same issue might still appear later on.

The seventh feature, important decisions solving less problems, made by flight or
oversight, while unimportant ones are made more often by resolution. For example the
extremely important decisions on the responsible ministry seemed to be made by flight
or oversight: the original problems were not attached to the decision and solved, but
decisions were made, often. Another example fitting the description of important
decisions “just happening”, is the 1987 decision on municipal resettlement. If one
compares the early practical problem-solving decision-making to the latest government
level decision-making, this can be considered true: the first one solved more concrete
problems, contemplating on the possible alternatives more. However, also the 1997
important decision situation of the first government immigration programme also
seemed to address real problems, and contemplating on the alternatives. But here the
execution was less prevalent as in the earlier decisions. Feature eight, that most
decisions are average in importance, or that most unresolved decisions emerge in the
most and least important decisions, seems moderately true in this case. The most
important issues are addressed and decisions made, but the problems resurface later on.

6.4 Reflections on the Study

This section reflects on the generalization possibilities and shortcomings of this
research, and makes some suggestions for future studies. Despite the mainly qualitative
case approach of the work, and specific focuses, there are some possibilities of
generalization for this study. As emphasized before, context and conditions matter, but
some general conclusions could be drawn from this study. Firstly, using this type of
framework seems beneficial also for immigration research, which at least in Finland has
still often been left without significant theoretical background, at least from the fields of
administration. Secondly, the framework provides tools to approach an extremely
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complex policy field and a longer time frame. Especially the theoretical framework
provides possibilities for generalization and connections to other research, and this
should not be forgotten in later immigration and refugee research; to understand the
complex phenomenon several theoretical approaches should be utilized.

The reliability and validity of this study is supported with using the theoretical
framework and qualitative analysis methods, explained in detail, to avoid the black box
effect. Also the time frame provides some validity, as does the constant reflection on
appropriate material; not confinding the material only to only one actor for example,
because as seen here, the same actor (like the advisory boards) might have significantly
different statuses in the field over time. However, the work is still based on
interpretation, and therefore different researchers with slightly different approaches
might also find other levels and aspects of the same phenomenon. All the material used
is (almost completely) quite easily found, public documentation, and therefore repeating
this study is not impossible, or even very difficult. To conclude, that now refugee
reception decision-making in Finland is completely covered, would be a naive and huge
overstatement. Instead, this research hopefully provokes interest in addressing the
complex field of refugee reception in more depth, and from new angles.

The reliability and validity of the research could have been increased especially with
interviews of the central participants. Unfortunately here the resources and the even
now wide scope of the work prevented the use of interviews. If one is to look at the
early years of refugee reception in Finland, interviews should be conducted soon. Also
in general in this work, using several methods or triangulation was unfortunately
limited. The wideness of the issue is problematic, not only for the actors in the
decision-making, but also studying it: finding, limiting and focusing on the relevant
material. The issues of refugee reception and/or decision-making could be studied later
with multiple different approaches, such as statistical or interview material, material
from other actors as the closest organizations such as the Red Cross, or different
theoretical backgrounds. Also different issues and decision-making about them could be
looked at with a similar approach to this one, in the wide field of immigration research.
In many immigration and ethnic research material, it is emphasized that the voices and
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views of immigrants should be heard. This research fails to take these points to
consideration. Even if some of the material analyzed also stressed the importance of
immigrant representation, often it remained limited also there. There is obvious need to
further encourage immigrant (or even more generally the “object” of actions)
participation in research, administration and politics. Another possible shortcoming is
the so called methodological nationalism, or when research questions are only looked
from national starting points from material collection to interpretation; only the specific
national context is considered (Martikainen, 2009, p. 2, 4). However, in this case, the
main reason for the national view was focusing on the issue, and the research questions
already limited the research to Finland. It might however be insightful to later see, how
research of other countries, comparisons or even studying international decision-making
would resonate with this work.

7 Conclusions and Discussion

The goal of this study, was to research refugee reception in Finland, focusing on
administrational (pre-)decision-making, and more closely on the question of municipal
resettlement. The chosen theoretical framework for this study was the bounded
rationality paradigm, and especially the garbage can process of decision-making,
combined with agenda and alternatives approach by John W. Kingdon.

As the garbage can theory predicts, decisions were made without solutions or solutions
did not address the original problems. The description of decision-making not only
solving problems, seems accurate. There were problems looking for solutions and
decision situations, but also decision situations looking for problems and solutions (such
as advisory boards or government programmes) and solutions looking for situations and
problems (such as more budget for municipalities). Considering how much participants
were looking for work does not have enough evidence in this work, but it is evident, that
participants, as a stream, have their own logic, somewhat separate from the other
streams. The description of garbage cans somewhat fits, for example other garbage cans
(other boards or upcoming decision situations), or expected policy windows, affect what
is put into that specific one, even though not all of the contents are completely random.
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If one views the theories to describe a completely random and unpredictable reality, as
some critics do, the logical conclusion is, that the framework is invalid. However, if the
theoretical framework is taken as a toolbox offering possibilities to analyze a less
traditionally rational decision-making process, it proves useful, at least in this case.
Both the garbage can theory and Kingdon’s agendas and alternatives provided suitable
concepts and definitions to examine this type of ambiguous policy field, with multiple
actors, problems and solutions, and complex relations to politics. The strength of this
framework is especially in distinguishing elements. Separating elements, the streams
and other features, under analysis and compiling them back together provides more
understanding on how and why the organization has acted, or not acted (solved
problems or not) in the way it has. Also in general, studying decision-making, as the
bounded rationality paradigm suggests, provides a window into the whole organization.

There is also some validity in predicting the outcomes of decision-making with this type
of preconditions. According to this analysis, as the theoretical background suggests,
processes and outcomes are affected by features, such as context, load and structures.
Timing is an important factor affecting both contexts and streams, the problems,
solutions and participants relevant at the time. The alternatives or solutions considered,
were not always tied to the problems, all problems were not offered solutions, and some
situations did not consider many concrete, solvable problems. It can be concluded, that
as the theoretical framework suggests, problems, solutions and decision situations are
not always closely linked, but this can be decreased by structuring.

The ambiguity and complexity of the theoretical framework does create some problems:
how to analyze and reflect in a structured manner, when there are so many different
angles to consider and connect. A more straightforward, possibly helpful and at least
somewhat accurate, theoretical frame might have been available in the nearly related
punctuated equilibrium theories. However again, the strength of the used framework
was in elaborating the factors to follow and concentrate on. In studying this type of
complex and ambiguous policy field over decades, this framework seems useful.
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All-in-all, as the theory suggest, an organized anarchy does produce timing, structure,
load and context sensitive decision-making, rather than comprehensively and rationally
designed result, solving problems. There are no definite answers to what kind of
structures and processes would support solving problems, but this study provides some
hints, at least concerning this multi-actor case. For example, an open access structure
and creating committed participation for a medium-sized specialized group with enough
but not too many interested parties present (and more experts), and allowing dissenting
opinions rather than aiming for complete consensus, could be worth considering as
ways towards a more problem solving decision-making process, if that is aimed for.

There is still quite a lot to be researched in immigration politics and administration, both
internationally and in Finland, and especially connections to existing theories could be
increased. In the light of this work, I can suggest using this type of theoretical
framework also in immigration research. More comparative research between countries
or studying creation or development of some specific legislation, could be done.
Investigating the more closely the actors (e.g. immigrant organizations, refugee
organizations or parties) and how they have acted within the network of streams around
them. All these questions could benefit from a theoretical frame compiled from the
elements of the garbage can and/or Kingdon’s agenda-alternatives-approach: they can
guide the separating the significant features of processes. On the other hand, as I have
noticed in this work, defining exactly why and how a process or its outcome is the way
it is, and how it could be different, is difficult with this frame, but this might be a
problem with other frames as well. More research on the exact structures and features
guiding decision-making to a (preferred) outcome is needed, at least if the aim of the
research is more normative, to guide for example politicians, administrators or lobbyists
in how to solve problems. Determining how in fact it would be possible to get more
predictable results, than the mix of garbage at a certain time affected by all the streams
floating around, more research and theoretical steps would be needed. As a conclusion,
this work hopefully has shed some light on refugee reception activities in Finland over
the past decades, and provided an example of a connection between immigration
research and theoretical frameworks of another field, here organizational and
administrational research, to be utilized in later research.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Abbreviations and Acronyms
The current Finnish acronym is usually used (valtioneuvosto.fi, 22.4.2017)
Acron
Latest in Finnish

Other Finnish

Latest in English

Other English

Työministeriö,

Ministry of Economic Affairs and

Ministry of Labour,

Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö

Työvoimaministeriö

Employment

Labour Ministry

Sisäministeriö

Sisäasiainministeriö

Ministry of the Interior

Ulkoasiainministeriö

Ulkoministeriö

The Ministry for Foreign Affairs

ym

TEM

Ministry of Interior,
Interior Ministry

SM

Formin, Foreign
Ministry

UM

Health

Social Ministry

STM

Oikeusministeriö

Ministry of Justice

Justice Ministry

OM

Valtiovarainministeriö

Ministry of Finance

Finance Ministry

VM

Ministry of Social Affairs and
Sosiaali- ja terveysministeriö

Sosiaaliministeriö

Ministry of Education,
Opetus- ja kulttuuriministeriö

Opetusministeriö

Ympäristöministeriö

Ministry of Education and Culture

Education Ministry

OKM

Ministry of the Environment

Environmental Ministry

YM

Immigration Service,
Directorate of
Maahanmuuttovirasto

Ulkomaalaisvirasto

Finnish Immigration Service

Pakolais- ja

Immigration
Refugee and

siirtolaisuusasiain

Advisory Board for Refugee and

Immigration Advisory

neuvottelukunta

Immigration Issues

Board

Etnisten suhteiden

Advisory Board for Ethnic

neuvottelukunta

Relations

Pakolaisasiain

Advisory Board for Refugee

neuvottelukunta

Issues

Refugee Advisory Board

Siirtolaisasiain

Advisory Board for Immigration

Immigration Advisory

neuvottelukunta

neuvottelukunta

Issues

Board

Refugee Commission

commission II

Chilen pakolaistoimikunta
II

PSN

ESN

Siirtolaisuusasiain

Pakolaistoimikunta

Migri

PN

SN

Chile refugee
PT

Pakolaisasiain toimikunta

Commission for Refugee Issues

PAT

Ulkomaalaistoimikunta

Commission for Alien Affairs

UT

Suomen Punainen Risti

Finnish Red Cross

SPR

Kuntaliitto

Suomen kaupunkiliitto,

The Association of Finnish Local

Suomen kunnallisliitto

and Regional Authorities

Local Finland

-

